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Bioremediation of Heavy Metals
Tanmoy Paul1 and Nimai C. Saha2

1DNC College, Department of Zoology, Murshidabad, West Bengal 742201, India
2The University of Burdwan, Fishery and Ecotoxicology Research Laboratory (Vice-Chancellor’s Research
Group), Department of Zoology, Burdwan, West Bengal, 713104, India

5.1 Introduction

Human habitable ecosystems are rich in heavy metals since ancient time; it is the
effect of spontaneous geogenic and modern-day anthropogenic activities, which are
responsible for contemporary environmental heavy metal contamination [1]. Heavy
metals could also be derived fromboth direct sources such as sludge dumping, indus-
trial effluents, and mine trailing and indirectly through highway runoffs, which in
turn lead toward the exploration ofmetal–microbe interactions that could recover or
stabilize heavymetals in soils and effluents. In recent times, the heavymetal contam-
ination caused biomagnifications that ultimately resulted in a major human health
hazard globally.
Essential heavy metals, for instance, iron, zinc, and copper, are required by liv-

ing organisms in trace amounts, but their presence above a threshold concentration
often observed to be toxic. Among the heavymetals, cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr),
and arsenic (As) are reported to act as a carcinogen as designated by the Interna-
tional Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and the US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) [2]. It has also been observed that various metals such as iron (Fe),
zinc (Zn), nickel (Ni), and copper (Cu) are considered essential metals for growth
and other functions, if their level remains within the threshold level [3].
There are an array of techniques, for instance, filtration, chemical precipitation,

reverse osmosis, membrane technology, oxidation and reduction, ion exchange, and
electrochemical treatment, for the removal of heavy metals from a contaminated
environment. However, these techniques have some serious demerits associated
with them. The most important one is their inability to remove heavy metals
found at lower concentration (≤100mg/l) [4]. These traditional techniques are
expensive and require energy sources and still often alter the properties of soil
without complete removal of metal contaminants. Furthermore, the pollutant may
also be displaced to other sites in the environment where they can accumulate and
may cause the same issue. The presence of an array of traditional decontamination
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s0010 2.1 NUCLEATION AND GROWTH OF NANOPARTICLES:
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

p0010 Different existing methods of fabrication towards the growth of nanoparticles, nano-
crystals, and quantum dots are worth mentioning, where each method is more ideal for
the generation of one single category of nanoparticle having a different size and shape.
Little changes in the experimental parameters can considerably affect the properties of the
nanomaterials. And hence, the growth mechanisms of them are often difficult to under-
stand in detail and therefore offer a challenge to the scientific community to find out the
same. This understanding of the mechanism leading to the growth of the particles in the
nanoregime is important for both scientific and for technological considerations. For many
years, there has been a common acceptance that the nucleation and growth of nanoparti-
cles can be analyzed by LaMer burst nucleation and a diffusion limited Ostwald ripening
process.

p0015 So here we will highlight the theoretical aspects of nucleation and growth of nanoparti-
cles following the anticipated theoretical frameworks as described below.
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2
An Approach toward Character Recognition 
of Bangla Handwritten Isolated Characters

Payel Rakshit, Chayan Halder and Kaushik Roy

2.1  Introduction

Recognition of characters from their images is one of the most essential 
tasks in the field of computer vision. Optical character recognition (OCR) 
has lately become a very interesting field of research, especially for Indic 
scripts, due to its potential in Asian countries like India. The task, however, 
is quite difficult when images of handwritten characters are considered [1, 2].  
Recently, various works on character recognition from handwritten char-
acters have become available [1–13], while some very established standard 
character recognition systems from printed characters are already com-
mercially available [14, 15]. Numerous techniques on several scripts [3] for 
offline isolated character recognition have already appeared in the literature. 
Bhowmik et al. [3] proposed two-stage hierarchical learning architectures 
based on a support vector machine (SVM), whereas Bhattacharya et al. [5] 
proposed an efficient two-stage approach for Bangla handwritten character 
recognition and achieved very good recognition accuracy with a multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) classifier. Maitra et al. [6] also developed an approach for 
the handwritten character recognition of multiple scripts based on a convo-
lution neural network (CNN). At the same time, Surinta et al. [7] contributed 
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READ—A Bangla Phoneme Recognition
System

Himadri Mukherjee, Chayan Halder, Santanu Phadikar
and Kaushik Roy

Abstract Speech Recognition is a challenging task especially for a multilingual1

country like India as the speakers are habituated in using mixed language and2

accent. Bangla is a very popular language in East Asia and a fully functional Auto-3

mated Speech Recognition System (ASR) for it is yet to be developed. Every lan-4

guage embodies a set of sounds called phoneme set, which is the building block for5

the words of that language. READ (Record Extract Approximate Distinguish) is a6

Bangla phoneme recognition system, proposed toward the development of a Bangla7

ASR. To start with, Mel Scale Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features have been used AQ18

for testing on a database of 1400 Bangla vowel phonemes and an accuracy of 98.35 %9

has been obtained. AQ210

Keywords READ ⋅ ASR ⋅ Phoneme ⋅ MFCC ⋅ Approximation ⋅ MLP11

1 Introduction12

To use the digital resources more and more in a convenient way, the user interface13

of the devices needs to be brought within the grasp of the rustics. The user interface14

should be designed in such a way so that the users feel that they are interacting with15

their peers and not a device. One way of achieving this is making the devices verbally16
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Word-Level Multi-Script Indic 
Document Image Dataset and Baseline 
Results on Script Identification
S. K. Obaidullah, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Kolkata, India

K. C. Santosh, Department of Computer Science, The University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD, USA

Chayan Halder, West Bengal State University, Kolkata, India

Nibaran Das, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India

Kaushik Roy, West Bengal State University, Kolkata, India

ABSTRACT

Documentanalysisresearchstarvesfromtheavailabilityofpublicdatasets.Withoutpubliclyavailable
dataset,onecannotmakefaircomparisonwiththestate-of-the-artmethods.Tobridgethisgap,inthis
paper,theauthorsproposeaword-leveldocumentimagedatasetof13differentIndiclanguagesfrom
11officialscripts.Itiscomposedof39Kwordsthatareequallydistributedi.e.,3Kwordsperlanguage.
Forabaselineresults,fivedifferentclassifiers:multilayerperceptron(MLP),fuzzyunorderedrule
inductionalgorithm(FURIA),simplelogistic(SL),libraryforlinearclassifier(LibLINEAR)and
bayesiannetwork(BayesNet)classifiersareusedwiththreestate-of-the-artfeatures:spatialenergy
(SE),waveletenergy(WE)andtheRadontransform(RT),includingtheirpossiblecombinations.
TheauthorsobservedthatMLPprovidesbetterresultswhenallfeaturesareused,andachievedthe
bi-scriptaccuracyof99.24%(keepingRomancommon),98.38%(keepingDevanagaricommon)and
tri-scriptaccuracyof98.19%(keepingbothDevanagariandRomancommon).

KeyWoRDS
Multi-Script Documents, Official Indic Script Database, Script Identification

1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Theworkofmulti-scriptdocumentprocessinghasanimportanceforacountrylikeIndia,where23
differentofficiallanguages(includingEnglish)arepresentand11differentscriptsareusedtowrite
them.Wehandlevariousmulti-scriptdocumentsinourdaytodaylifeandautomaticprocessing
ofthosedocumentsisapressingneedinthisdigitalera.Ingeneral,OCRsarescriptspecific,and
processingdocumentshavingmorethanonescriptisnoteasy.Therefore,oneofthecommon/suggested
solutionsistodevelopascriptidentificationsystem(SIS),sothatwecantakeitasaprecursorto
thespecificOCR.Toadressthisissue,inthispaper,wepresentadatabasethatiscomposedof13
differentlanguagesfrom11differentscripts(havingfairlylargeamountwordsinit)forautomatic
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scriptidentificationinmulti-scriptdocuments.Figure1showsageneralblockdiagramformulti-
scriptdocumentprocessingsystem.

Sincelastdecade,researchershaveaddressedIndicscriptidentificationproblem.Butveryfew
worksareavailable tilldate.Amongthem,oneworkhasbeenreported(Patietal.2008),which
consider11differentscriptsintheirstudy.Theyhaveusedadatabasefrom11differentlanguages,
wheretwolanguages:KashmiriandDogrioriginatingfromNorthanpartofIndiawerenotconsidered.
To represent the scripts, two texture based features namely Gabor filter and directional cosine
transform (DCT) based frequency domain techniques were used. Based on these features, their
reportedperformancesare98%forbi-Scriptandtri-Script,and89%foreleven-scriptsbyusingthree
differentclassifiers:nearestneighbor,lineardiscriminativeandsupportvectormachine(SVM).Since
then,thiscanbeconsideredasabenchmarkworkonprintedscriptidentification(PSI)atwordlevel.

ConsideringotherpopularworksonIndicandnon-Indicscripts,atextualfeaturebasedtechnique
hasbeenproposed(Hochbergetal.1997)andtestedonidentifysixdifferentscripts:Arabic,Armenian,
Devanagari,Chinese,Cyrillic,andBurmese.Thisisoneoftheearlierworksaddressingthescript
identificationproblem.Inthiswork,onlyoneIndicscriptwasconsideredalongwithfivenon-Indic
scripts.

Anattemptforlinelevelscriptidentification(Paletal.2002)wasproposedandtestedonfive
differentscripts:Bangla,Devanagari,Chinese,ArabicandRoman.

Atechnique(Jahawaretal.2003)usingheadlineandcontextualinformationbasedfeatureswas
proposedtoidentifyDevanagariandTeluguscripts.Inadditionwiththat,PCAwasusedtoreduce
thefeaturevectorsizeandtheclassificationwasdoneusingSVM.

AGaborenergybasedtechniquewithk-nearestneighbor(k-NN)classifier(Joshietal.2006)for
paragraphlevelscriptidentificationwasproposedandtestedontendifferentIndicscripts.Comparing
withtheearlierworks,thenumberofscriptsconsideredinthisworkwasgoodenoughcoveringmost
oftheofficialIndicscripts.

Atechnique(Dhanyaetal.2002)usingusingGaborfilterbaseddirectionalfeatureandSVM
classifierwasproposedtoseparateTamilandRomanscripts.

A method for script identification by combining trainable classifiers has been proposed
(Chaudhuryetal.2000)andtestedonsixdifferentscripts:Devanagari,Telugu,Roman,Malayalam,
BanglaandUrdu.

Figure 1. Block diagram of multi-script document processing system
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Inthescriptidentificationreviewpaper(Ghoshetal.2010;Singhetal.2015),authorspointed
outtheunavailabilityissueofbenchmarkworksbyconsideringallofficialIndicscripts.Following
thisreview,weare,indeed,motivatedtopublishabenchmarkdatabaseandresultsconsideringall
13officialIndicscripts.

Theremainderofthepaperisorganizedasfollows.InSection2,wediscussaboutthelanguages
consideredinthiswork.InSection3,weexplainourdatabase.Wethendescribeourmethodinsection
4.Itincludespreprocessing,featureextraction,andscriptidentification.Insection5,weprovide
experimentaltestresultsandanalysis.Weconcludethepaperinsection6.

2. SCRIPTS AND LANGUAGeS oF INDIA

Ascriptisdefinedasasetofnotationstorepresentasinglelanguageoraclassoflanguages.Whena
particularscriptisusedforasinglelanguagethenscriptidentificationandlanguageidentificationhas
thesamemeaning.ExamplesofsuchscriptsareDogri,Oriyaetc.Ontheothersidemanylanguages
areavailablewithcommonscriptforallofthem.OnepopularexampleofsuchscriptisDevanagari
scriptwhichisusedbylanguageslikeBodo,Konkani,Marathi,Maithili,Nepali,Sanskrit,Sindhi,
andHindietc.RomanscriptisusedbyEnglishandSantalilanguageinIndia.Sointhesecasesa
prioriscriptidentificationismustforlanguageidentification.

ScriptIdentificationsystemvarywidelyinthewaytheyacquiretheirinputdata(textimage),the
modeoftextbeingacquired(whetheritisaprintedorhandwrittentext).Aswehavealreadymentioned,
ingeneral,scriptidentificationsystemsaredividedaccordingtorawdata(image)acquisitioninto
twomainsystemsnamelyOff-lineandOn-linescriptidentificationsystems.Againtheyaredivided
intoHandwrittenandPrintedcategorydependinguponthetextbeingacquired.

AbriefdescriptionaboutofficialIndianlanguagesispresentedinthefollowingparagraphonwards.

2.1. Bangla
OriginatedfromtheIndo-Europeanlanguagefamily,isthestatelanguageofWestBengalandTripura.
PeoplelivinginBihar,Dhanbad,Manbhum,Singhbhum,SantalParganasofJharkhand,GaroHillsof
Meghalaya,GoalparaDistrictofAssam,NagalandandMizoramalsousethislanguage.Itisspoken
by181millionpopulationofIndia.

2.2. Hindi
OneofthemostpopularlanguagesinIndiausesthisscript.UnderIndo-Europeanlanguagefamily,
Hindi ispredominantlyusedbyabout182millionpeopleresiding in thenorthernpartsof India
namelyinUttarPradesh,HimachalPradesh,Uttaranchal,Delhi,Rajasthan,Punjab,MadhyaPradesh
andnorthernBihar.

2.3. Dogri
DogrilanguageissupposedtobelongtotheIndo-Europeanfamilyoflanguages.Thelanguageis
usedbypeoplelivinginareabetweenChenabandRaviriversinJammuandKashmir,Chandigarh
andWestBengal.About3.8millionpeopleusethislanguage.

2.4. Gujarati
Gujarati, originated from the Indo-European language family, Gujarati is the State language of
Gujarat.PeoplelivinginRajasthan,MadhyaPradesh,MaharashtraandKarnatakaalsouseGujarati.
Thelanguageisspokenby46.5millionpopulationofIndia.
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2.5. Gurumukhi
TheoriginofPunjabilanguagecanbetracedtotheIndo-Europeanlanguagegroup.Itisstatelanguage
ofPunjab.Thelanguageisspokenby1.05millionpopulationofIndia.

2.6. Kannada
Kannada,theoriginofthelanguagecanbetracedintheDravidianlanguagefamily.ItistheState
languageofKarnataka.PeoplelivinginotherstateslikeTamilNadu,AndhraPradeshandMaharashtra
alsousethislanguage.Kannadaisspokenby3.63millionIndianpopulations.

2.7. Kashmiri
Kashmiri,languageisoriginatedfromtheIndo-Europeanlanguagegroup.Thelanguageisspoken
bypeoplelivinginJammuandKashmir,KashmirValley,Punjab,DelhiandUttarPradesh.About
5.6millionpeopleusethislanguageasamediumofcommunication.

2.8. Malayalam
MalayalamlanguageissaidtobelongtotheDravidianlanguagefamily.ItistheStatelanguageof
Kerala.MalayalamisalsousedbyinhabitantsoftheLaccadiveIslandsandneighboringstatesof
Kerala.Thelanguageisspokenby35.9millionpopulationofIndia.

2.9. oriya
Oriya,originatedfromtheIndo-Europeanlanguagefamily.ItisstatelanguageofOrissa.About31.7
millionpopulationlivinginAssam,SinghbhumandRanchidistrictsofJharkhand,Raipur,Raigarh
andBastardistrictsofChhattisgarh,MidnaporedistrictofWestBengalandVishakhapatnamDistrict
ofAndhraPradesh.

2.10. Roman
ItisusedtowriteEnglishwhichisanInternationallanguage.It,alongwithmostEuropeanlanguages,
isadescendantoftheancientProto-Indo-Europeanlanguagefamily.About328millionpeoplein
ourcountryusethislanguageasacommunicationmedium.

2.11. Tamil
Tamil, originatedfromtheDravidiangroupoflanguages.ItisthestatelanguageofTamilNaduand
itisalsospokenintheneighboringstates.65.7millionIndianpopulationuseTamilasamediumof
communication.

2.12. Telugu
Telugu,classifiedundertheDravidianlanguagefamily,itistheStatelanguageofAndhraPradesh.
Thelanguageisalsousedbypeoplelivingintheneighboringstates.About69.8millionofIndian
populationusesthislanguage.

2.13. Urdu
Urdu,thelanguageissaidtohaveoriginatedfromtheIndo-Europeanlanguagefamily.Urduisthe
StatelanguageofJammuandKashmir.About60.6millionofIndianpopulationresidinginJammu
andKashmirandotherMuslimsusethislanguage.

3. DATABASe

Themajorcontributionofthepresentworkisaword-leveldocumentimagedatasetfromthirteen
languages.AsshowninTable1ourdatabaseofthirteendifferentofficialIndiclanguages:1)Bangla
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(BEN),2)Devanagari(DEV),3)Dogri(DOG),4)Gujarati(GUJ),5)Gurumukhi(GUR),6)Kannada
(KAN),7)Kashmiri(KAS),8)Malayalam(MAL),9)Oriya(ORY),10)Roman(ROM),11)Tamil
(TAM),12)Telugu (TEL),13)Urdu (URD)with3Kwordsper languages.Altogether,wehave
collected39Kwords.Wehavecollectedthesamplesfromdifferentnewspaper,articlesandbooks.
Forexample,BanglawordswerecollectedfromscannedcopyofdifferentTagore’sbooks,novels,
poemsandnewspaper.Asaconsequence,thecollectedsamplesvarywritingstyle,thicknessofthe
characters and resolution. Document image scanning was carried out using HP flatbed scanner,
resolution300dpiandstoredat8-bitgrayleveljpegformat.Theworddimensionisfoundintherange
of150x50pixels.Notethatthewordimagesareextractedbyanautomatedprocess,asexplainedin
(Hangargeetal.2013).

Thedatabaseiscreatedforpublicusebut,limitedtoresearchpurpose.Apartofthedatabaseis
availableon-line,andwillbeprovidedupontherequest.

4. SCRIPT IDeNTIFICATIoN

Our study is not an exception; we start with pre-processing, and then extract features for script
identificationpurpose.Inourstudy,westudythreedifferentfeatures:1)spatialenergy(SE),2)wavelet
energy(WE)and3)theRadontransform(RT),includingtheirpossiblecombinations,byusingfive
differentclassifiers:1)multilayerperceptron(MLP)(Obaidullahetal.2014),2)fuzzyunordered
ruleinductionalgorithm(FURIA)(Huhnetal.2009),3)simplelogistic(SL)(Sumneretal.2005)4)
LibLINEAR(Fanetal.2008)and5)BayesNet(Obaidullahetal.2014).Again,ourideaisnotonlyto
checkwhatfeaturesbutalsotocheckwhatclassifierscanconsistentlyprovideoptimalperformance.

4.1. Pre-Processing
Thewordimagesarebinarizedbyusingthefollowingsteps.1)Ingrayscalewordimage,region-of-
interests(ROIs)aregeneratedusingalocalwindow-basedalgorithm.Runlengthsmoothingalgorithm
isappliedtoovercomethepresenceofstray/hollowregionsgeneratedduetowindowsize.Connected
componentlabellingisappliedandtheROIsaremappedtotheoriginalgrayscaleimages.2)Aglobal

Table 1. Sample word images of 13 different official Indic languages, i.e. 11 different scripts
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thresholdingtechniqueisthenappliedonROIsbecauseofthesmallsizesoftheblocks.Figure2
showsageneralblockdiagramofthepre-processingstages.

4.2. Features
Assaidbefore,weproposetostudythreedifferentfeatures:spatialenergy(SE),waveletenergy(WE)
andtheRadontransform(RT).

4.2.1. Spatial Energy (SE)
SEdistributionvaries inaccordancewith thechange in textural information, and therefore, it is
importantinourstudy.SEdistributionwasobservedbycomputingentropyonthegrayscaleimages.
Itcanberepresentedby:

Entropy p i j p i j= −∑ ( ) ( )( ), ,log 

wherep(i,j)istheprobabilityofoccurrenceofthepixelintensityatlocation(i,j).Ingeneral,entropy
iscomplementofenergy.Therefore,foranynon-uniformoraperiodicgrayleveldistribution,there
existshighentropy(Shanon1949).

Anothermeasureisthestandarddeviationofbinaryimagesofdifferentscripts.Standarddeviation
isameasureofthevariabilityoftheimagepixels.Itcanberepresentedby:
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where,x1, x2,….,xnbenobservationsof a randomvariableX,which is representationof an
arbitraryimagepixel.

4.2.2. Wavelet Energy (SE)
Forpresentwork,waveletpacketshasbeengeneratedusingDWTordiscretewavelettransform(Mallet
1989)whichuses sub-bandcodingon imageswith respect to spatialand frequencycomponents
andallowsanalysistheimagesfromcoarsetofinelevel.HereDaubechieswaveletsdbNwhereN
=1,2,3arechosentogeneratesub-bandimageswithapproximationcoefficientscA,cH,cVand

Figure 2. Pre-processing of the word-level document images
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cD.Theiradvantageincludescomputationaleasewithminimumresourceandtimerequirements.
Theseorthogonalwaveletsarecharacterizedbymaximumnumberofvanishingmomentsforsome
givensupport(Mallet1989).Hereasignal(forpresentworkitisawordimage)isdecomposedinto
differentfrequencieswithdifferentresolutionsforfurtheranalysis.IngeneralthefamilyofDaubechies
waveletisdenotedasdbN,wherethefamilyisdenotedbythetermdbandthenumberofvanishing
momentsisrepresentedbyN.

Tostudy theapplicabilityofwaveletanalysis inourwork,westudied thatan imagecanbe
representedbythecombinationsofdifferentcoefficientsi.econstant,linear,quadraticetc.Daubechies
db1representtheconstantcoefficientoftheimagecomponent,db2representthelinearanddb3can
representquadraticcoefficients.Sohere,waveletdecompositionatlevel1hasbeenmadeusingdb1,
db2anddb3whicharecapableenoughtocapturetheconstant,linearandquadraticcoefficientsofan
imagecomponent.Fourcoefficientsnamelyapproximationcoefficients(CA),horizontalcoefficients
(chi),verticalcoefficients(cave),anddiagonalcoefficients(cod)hasbeengenerated.

To measure the WE or wavelet energy feature we have computed wavelet entropy on these
approximationcoefficientsforeachofthesub-bandimages.

Supposewsisthewordlevelimagesignaland(wsi)ithecoefficientsofwsinanorthonormal
basis.Thenthenormalizedshanonentropyisdefinedas:

SE ws ws ws
i i i( ) = ( )2 2�log 

SE ws ws ws
i i i( ) = − ( )∑ 2 2log 

Itproducesafeaturevectorofdimensionfifteen.

4.2.3. The Radon Transform (RT)
Motivatedbythepresenceofthestrokesatdifferentorientationsinthewordimages,wepropose
tousetheRT.TheRTconsistsofacollectionofprojectionsofapatternatdifferentangles(Deans
1983),asillustratedinFigure3.Inotherwords,theradontransformofapatternf(x, y)andforagiven
setofanglescanbethoughtofastheprojectionofallnon-zeropoints.Thisresultingprojectionis
thesumofthenon-zeropointsforthepatternineachdirection,thusformingamatrix.Thematrix

Figure 3. Illustration of the Radon transform theory (Santosh, K.C., Lamiroy, B., Wendling, B.: DTW for matching radon features: a 
pattern recognition and retrieval method. In: 13th International Conference on Advances Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems, 
pp. 249–260 (2011)).
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elementsarerelatedtotheintegraloffoveralineL(ρ, θ)definedbyρ = x cos θ + y sin θandcan
formallybeexpressedas:

R f x y x y dxdyρ θ δ θ θ ρ, , cos sin( ) = ( ) + −( )
−∞

∞

∫∫
                                                                           



whereδ(.)istheDiracdeltafunction,δ(x)=1,ifx=0and0otherwise.Also,θϵ[0,π)andρϵ]
-∞,∞[.FortheRT,Liisinnormalform(ρi, θi).

Such a description is useful for scripts such as Bangla and Devanagari, where there exists
horizontalline,knownbythename`matra’or`shirorekha’.Theseclearlinescanbeexploitedby
computing00projection.Similarly,scriptslikeTamilandRomanhavemanyverticallineswhichcan
berepresentedby900.However,toexploitmeaningfulinformation,wedonotrequireallpossible
orientations,andtherefore,westudytheRTatanintervalof150.

TocomputeRTbasedfeaturevectorweappliedtheRadontransformoneachofthebinaryword
images.AdditionallyRTspectrumofeachofthesubbandimagesisalsoobtainedfromDaubechies
multi-resolutionanalysisusingdb1,db2 anddb3 at level1.Thenstatistical textural featuresare
computedfromthegeneratedRadonspectrum.ThisstepresultsasixtyfivedimensionalRTfeature
vector.FirstRTiscomputedonoriginalimagesandtwelvesubbandimages(generatedusingdb1,
db2anddb3),generatingatotalofthirteenRTimages.Thenfivestatisticalfeaturesarecomputed
oneachoftheseRTimagesgeneratingatotalsixtyfivedimensionalfeaturevector.

4.3. Script Classification
Inourstudy,threedifferentclassifiersareusedtotrainandtoidentifythewords.TheyareMLP,
FURIAandRF,whicharebrieflyexplainedinthefollowing.

4.3.1. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
Itconsistsofmultiplelayerswithnumberofneuronsineachlayerrepresentedasadirectedgraph
(Obaidullahetal.2014).MLPusesbackpropagationalgorithm(Royetal.2004)totrainthenetwork.
Inourexperiment,wechoosetheconfigurationoftheNNas84-hl-13(i.e.,84numberofattributes
whiletakingSE+WE+RTand13outputclasses).Weempiricallydesignedthenumberofneurons
inthehiddenlayer,hl.

4.3.2. Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algorithm (FURIA)
Itisafuzzy-rule-basedclassifierwhichlearnsfromfuzzyrulesandunorderedrulesets(Huhnet
al.2009).Itisanextensionofthewell-knownrulelearnerRIPPERalgorithm(Cohenatal.1995)
whichisastate-of-the-artrulelearnertechnique.Itspreservesitsadvantages,suchassimpleand
comprehensiblerulesetforthelearning.Alongwiththat,RIPPERalsoincludesanumberofpositive
modificationsandextensions.Inparticular,FURIAlearnsfuzzyrulesinsteadofconventionalrules
andunorderedrulesetsinsteadoflistsofrules.Moreover,todealwithuncoveredexamples,itmakes
useofanefficientrulestretchingmethod.

4.3.3. Simple Logistic (SL)
SLisaclassifierwhichbuildslinearlogisticregressionmodel(Sumneretal.2005).Asabaselearner
LogitBoostalgorithmisusedalongwithasimpleregressionfunctionasfollowstotrainthesamples:
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x
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4.3.4. LibLINEAR
LibLINEARisaisusedtotrainaverylargersetofdatawithalinearclassificationmodel(Fanet
al.2008).WehaveusedL2losssupportvectormachineastheSVMtypeparameter.Forpresent
experimentboththebiasandcostparameterissetto1.0.

4.3.5. BayesNet
ThepopularBayesianclassifieruseBayesiannetworklearningalgorithmslikeK2andBtotrainthe
samples(Obaidullahetal.2014).

5. eXPeRIMeNTS

5.1. evaluation Metrics
Tomeasuretheperformanceofthesystem,weusethefollowingmetric:

Identification
Correctly Classified Words

Total WordRate
=�

# _ _

# _ ss
×100% 

wherespecifically,wehavecomputedthefeatures(cf.Section3.2),theirpossiblecombinations,and
classifiers(cf.Section3.3)separately.

5.2. Setup
Inourstudy,from13differentlanguagesfrom11differentscripts,wehaveconsideredtwodifferent
testcategories:1)bi-scriptand2)tri-script.Ingeneral,thereare13C2and13C3possiblecombinations
ofbi-scriptandtri-scriptcategories.But,consideringthenatureofthemulti-scriptdocuments,these
straightforwardcombinationsmaynotholdtrueinthereal-world(e.g.postaldocumentsandapplication
forms).Wehavealsoobservedthat,DevanagariandRomanexistinmostofthedocuments.This
meansthatanybi-scriptortri-scriptdocumentingeneralcontainseitherorbothDevanagariand/or
Romaninadditiontotheirlocalscript.Consideringsuchacontext,wehaveformedtwodifferentscript
sub-categoriesforbi-script:case1andcase2.Bi-scriptcase1containstwelvescriptcombinations
withDevanagaricommon.Bi-scriptcase2containsRomanascommonscript,forallremaining12
scripts.Fortri-scriptcategory,wehaveatotalnumberof11combinationswherebothDevanagari
andRomanarekeptascommonwithotherlocalscripts.

Also,notethat,wehavedividedthedatabaseintotrainingandtestsetsas2:1ratio.

5.3. Results and Analysis
5.3.1. Feature Selection
Again,ourexperimentaltestframeworkcanbesummarizedasfollows.Assaidbefore,inthiswork,
ourideaisnotonlytocheckwhatfeaturesbutalsotocheckwhatclassifierscanconsistentlyprovide
optimalperformance.Therefore,wehavesevendifferenttestsinaccordancewiththeuseofindividual
featuresandtheirpossiblecombinations:SE,WE,RT,SE+WE,SE+RT,WE+RTandSE+WE+RT.
WefoundthatthecombinationofSE,WEandRTproducesthehighestaccuracy,i.e.98.38%using
MLPclassifier.So,restoftheexperimentsisconductedwithSE+WE+RTfeatureandfivedifferent
classifierstofindthebestclassifier.

5.3.2. Comparing the Performance of Different Classifiers
InTable2,averageperformancescoresfordifferentfeaturecombinationsareprovided.Theresults
areprovidedforbi-scriptcase1.Oneofthescoresinthistableiscomputedbymaking12numbers
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ofrunsasshowninTable3.Altogether,wehave12(bi-scriptcombinations)x3(classifiers)=36
runs,forjustasinglefeaturetype.InTable2,thebestperformance(i.e.,98.38%)isobtainedwhen
allfeaturesarecombined,soinrestoftheexperimentsthisfeaturecombinationisused.Inasimilar
fashion,bi-scriptcase2hasbeentested,whereRomaniscommon.ResultsareprovidedinTables4
and5forbi-scriptcase2(seeTables2and3).Inthelattercase(i.e.,Table4),thehighestpossible
accuracyis99.24%.Likebefore,bestresultisobtainedwhenallfeaturesarecombined(evenfortri-
scriptcombinations).InTable6,averageperformancescoresareprovidedfortri-scriptcombinations,
wherethehighestpossibleidentificationrateis98.19%.Inthistest,wehavesubmitted11(tri-script
combinations)x3(classifiers)=33runs,for justasinglefeature type.Again,foracomparison

Table 3. Bi-script case 1 (Devanagari common): Average performance scores (in %) for 12 different combinations when all 
features (SE, WE, RT) are combined

Bi-Script Recognition Accuracy (%) Keeping Devnagari as Common with one of the Twelve Scripts

Classifier BEN DOG GUJ GUR KAN KAS MAL ORY ROM TAM TEL URD µ

MLP 94.7 99.7 99.4 90.9 99.2 99.9 99.7 99.9 99.3 98.4 99.9 99.6 98.38

FURIA 95 99 98.7 89.5 97.9 99.3 98.8 99.5 97.6 95.9 98.8 99 97.42

Simple Logistic 87.7 99.7 98.6 79 98.4 98.9 99.1 99.7 98.8 93.9 99.1 99.1 96.00

LIBLINEAR 88.8 99.7 98.4 79.9 98.6 98.9 98.3 99.4 98.5 94.3 99.2 98.6 96.05

BayesNet 82.8 86.8 90.8 78.9 87.9 94.5 85.4 97.5 88.1 80 94.8 95.9 88.62

Table 4. Bi-script case 2 (Roman common): Average performance scores (in %) for different feature combinations tested using 
MLP classifier

Feature Type (Dimension) Accuracy (%)

SE(4) 80.94

WE(15) 92.56

RT(65) 98.01

SE+WE(19) 95.06

SE+RT(69) 98.96

WE+RT(80) 99.07

SE+WE+RT(84) 99.24

Table 2. Bi-script case 1 (Devanagari common): Average performance scores (in %) for different feature combinations tested 
using MLP classifier

Feature Type (Dimension) Accuracy (%)

SE(4) 81.93

WE(15) 91.10

RT(65) 96.93

SE+WE(19) 94.83

SE+RT(69) 97.86

WE+RT(80) 97.80

SE+WE+RT(84) 98.38
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(between the classifiers)purpose, their average scores areprovided inTable7,wherewe found
MLP>FURIA>SL>LibLINEAR>BayesNet.Inthiscomparisontable,onecanalsonotethathigher
thescriptcombination,lowertheperformanceofclassifiers{whichisobviousbecauseitincreases
numberofclassestobeclassified.

5.4. Previous Relevant Work
Priortothisstudy,Patietal.(Patietal.2008)proposedword-levelscriptidentificationbyusing11Indic
languages,whereGaborandDCTbasedfeaturesaretaken.Theyhavecomparedtheirperformances
usingthreedifferentclassifiersnamelyneuralnetwork(NN),lineardiscriminantanalysis(LDA)and
supportvectormachine(SVM).Theirperformancescoresareapproximately98%frombothbi-script
andtri-scriptcombinations.

Incontrast,ourworkiscomposedofall13officiallanguagesunder11differentscripts,with
39kdataset.Threetypesoffeaturesareused:spatialenergy,waveletenergyandradontransform.
PerformancesoffivedifferentclassifiersnamelyMLP,FURIA,SL,LibLINEARandBayesNethave

Table 5. Bi-script case 2 (Roman common): Average performance scores (in %) for 12 different combinations when all features 
(SE, WE, RT) are combined

Bi-Script Recognition Accuracy (%) Keeping Roman as Common with one of the Twelve Scripts

Classifier BEN DEV DOG GUJ GUR KAN KAS MAL ORY TAM TEL URD µ

MLP 99 99.3 99.3 98.2 99.3 99.3 99.5 99.1 99.7 99.3 99.5 99.4 99.24

FURIA 96.6 97.6 97.8 94.9 99.2 99 99.2 97.4 98.9 97.4 98.6 98.3 97.91

Simple Logistic 97.4 98.8 98.2 93.6 99.1 98 97.6 94.1 98.5 97.6 98.1 97.7 97.39

LIBLINEAR 95.9 98.5 98 92.9 98.8 97.4 97.3 85.3 98.4 97.2 98.1 97.8 96.30

BayesNet 92.5 88.1 86.9 88 93.3 87.6 92.8 82.6 94.4 90.3 92.8 94.1 90.28

Table 6. Tri-script (Devanagari and Roman common): Average performance scores (in %) for 11 different combinations when all 
features (SE, WE, RT) are combined

Tri-Script Recognition Accuracy (%) Keeping Devnagari and Roman as Common with one of the Eleven Scripts

Classifier BEN DOG GUJ GUR KAN KAS MAL ORY TAM TEL URD µ

MLP 96.2 99.2 97.8 94 98.9 99.6 98.7 99.5 97.9 99.3 99 98.19

FURIA 93.4 96.9 95.6 89 96.7 97 96 97.6 94.4 97.7 96.7 95.55

Simple Logistic 90.7 98 94 84.7 96.5 96.7 95.5 98 94 97.9 96 94.73

LIBLINEAR 90.1 97.3 93.4 84.2 95.4 95.5 90.1 97.2 92.8 97.1 95 93.46

BayesNet 79.8 82 81.9 76.9 81.6 86.3 78.8 89.8 76.5 87.2 87.6 82.58

Table 7. Tri-script (Devanagari and Roman common): Average performance scores (in %) for 11 different combinations when all 
features (SE, WE, RT) are combined

Feature Type (Dimension)
Classifier

LIBLINEAR Bayesnet
MLP FURIA Simple Logistic

Bi-scriptcase1(12) 98.38 97.42 96.00 96.05 88.62

Bi-scriptcase2(12) 99.24 97.91 97.39 96.30 90.28

Tri-script(11) 98.19 95.55 94.73 93.46 82.58
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beencompared,andMLPisfoundtobebestperformer.Inourcomprehensivetests,wehavescript
identificationrateof98.38%(keepingDevanagaricommon)and99.24%(keepingRomancommon)
forbi-scriptcombination,and identificationrateof98.19%for tri-scriptcombination.Forbetter
understandingacomparativechartisshownbyTable7.

The graphical representation of the performance comparison of different classifiers is
illustratedinFigure4.

6. CoNCLUSIoN

Scriptidentificationisawell-studieddocumentanalysisproblemsinceseveralyears.Butwedonot
havefairlylargedataset,whichcoverthelargerdomainofIndiclanguagesandscripts,andtherefore
onecannotmakeafaircomparisonofstate-of-the-artmethods.Tobridgethisgap,inthispaper,
wehavepresentedaword-leveldocumentimagedatasetof13differentIndiclanguagesfrom11
officialscripts.Itiscomposedof39Kwordsthatareequallydistributedi.e.,3Kwordsperlanguage.
Forabaselineresults,fivedifferentclassifiers:multilayerperceptron(MLP),fuzzyunorderedrule
inductionalgorithm(FURIA),simplelogistic(SL),libraryforlinearclassifier(LibLINEAR)and
bayesiannetwork(BayesNet)classifiersareusedwiththreestate-of-the-artfeatures:spatialenergy
(SE),waveletenergy(WE)andtheRadontransform(RT),includingtheirpossiblecombinations.
WeobservedthatMLPprovidesbetterresultswhenallfeaturesareused,andachievedthebi-script
accuracyof99.24%(keepingRomancommon),98.38%(keepingDevanagaricommon)andtri-script
accuracyof98.19%(keepingbothDevanagariandRomancommon).

Ourimmediatestepincludesincreasingthenumberoflanguagesanddatasamplesperlanguages
sothat,wemayevaluateallpossiblecombinations.Somemisclassificationissuesi.e.,fromKashmiri-
Urdu,Devanagari-Gurumukhicombinationsareneedtobeaddressed.Evaluatingtheeffectofclassifier
integrationandtheissueoffontsensitivityforvariousIndicscriptsonscriptidentificationperformance
isalsoinourplan.Wealsoplantoworkonoptimizationissuesusingadvancemachinelearning
algorithmlikeextremelearningmachine,deepneuralnetworkandsoftcomputingparadigms(Liuet
al.2016;Lietal.2017;Fangetal.2016)toboostuptheoverallperformanceofscriptidentification.

Figure 4. Performance comparison of different classifiers used in the present work
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2 Hybrid Intelligent Techniques for Pattern Analysis and Understanding

1.1 Introduction

Writer verification has been magnetizing the attraction of the researchers as a most im-
portant role play for writer authentication. The last few years, many algorithms and systems
with high authentication rates have been introduced. Various approaches for handwritten
character authentication problem have been developed [1–4]. Some approaches are worked
in Bangla characters [5]. In one of the relevant early works, the likelihood ratio is used
in forensic document identification [6]. The statistical model [7,8] is used for writer verifi-
cation and also includes a mathematical formula for calculating the strength of evidence
of same/different writer. The approaches are classified into two categories, namely online
systems and offline systems. The handwritten shape and stock information are available in
online verification system [9], but this information is unavailable for the offline method. The
offline system is more complex than the online system. There has not been much work on
the verification of handwritten Bangla characters [9,10]. Therefore, there is a pressing need
for such a system. The present paper deals with writer verification based on handwritten
Bangla characters.

1.2 Literature Survey

In the literature, different works can be found on writer verification. Text-independent
and text-dependent data sets are available in the writer verification system. In the text-
dependent method, the text contents are same for known and unknown writers. The text-
dependent system for writer verification offers higher discriminative power using small
amount of data, as compared to text-independent methods [11]. The text-independent sys-
tem finds similarity between writing patterns to verify the writers. Forgery possibility is
reduced for text-independent and needs a large volume of data. But the text-dependent
method increases the forgery case due to copy of same text. But it is very useful in signature
verification where most of the time the genuine writer uses the system and not suitable
for frequent rejection. In the text-independent method forgery is reduced, but it needs
more data samples. In this case it is possible that the genuine writer can also be rejected.
The writer verification uses in different purposes, like historical document analysis [12],
graphology, mobile devices [13], DNA and fingerprints are also used in terms of verifica-
tion [14].

1.2.1 Offline and pseudo-dynamic approaches

Earlier works [15] and [16] have proposed many methods for writer verification. Hand-
writing shape information has been widely used in offline writer verification mode. Primary
methods that are used for character shape information of handwritting are referred to as
offline approaches [15,16]. Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)[17] and dual-tree com-
plex wavelet transforms (DT-CWT) features are frequently used in Bangla character and
writer verification [18–20]. In [21], the researchers propose a method that estimates dy-
namic information from static handwriting. All these methods are calling pseudo-dynamic
approaches and are resistant to forged handwriting. The methods are categorized into
used motor control theory [22] and temporal order of stroke production. Ferrer et al. [23]
propose methods that explain intensity variation and stroke information. Earlier forensic
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science studies [24,25] report the usefulness estimate of dynamic information from static
handwriting.

To enhance the performance of the writer verification system, we have proposed a new
approach to extract texture information from the handwriting sample [18,20]. The sur-
vey [19,20] show texture descriptors, texture based features and dissimilarity. Local binary
patterns and phase quantization have been used in [19] writer identification. In [20] the
scientists achieve the performance of 96.1%. Some examples of this scheme can be found
in Marti et al. [26], Srihari et al. [27], Bulacu et al. [28], Bensefia et al. [29], Siddiqi and
Vincent [30].

1.2.2 Approaches of writer-dependent and writer-independent methods

Writer-dependent builds on one specific model per writer. The drawback of this method
is that a new model needs to be built for a new writer [15,16]. Another important issue in
this method is that usually a substantial amount of data is need to construct a well-founded
model. However, this type of approach used for signature verification.

The writer-independent method is based on the FDE (forensic document examination)
approach, which considers the intraclass (writer) and interclass (writer) similarities of hand-
written characters. This model classifies the handwriting into two authenticity classes. The
two classes are genuine and forgery. This approach is used in various work [31]. The prob-
ability distributions (PDF) of interclass (writer) and intraclass (writer) are collected from
training samples in the writer-independent approach. Comparing these probability density
function values, the original author of that document is decided by dissimilarity. Based on
the concept of dissimilarity, the writer-independent method used a distance metric [32].
Muramatsu and Matsumoto [33] propose a model which used user specific dissimilarity vec-
tors that combine original dissimilarity and used mean vector for each writer. It is considered
as a distance of different writers and individual characteristics in handwriting.

Most of the identification and verification works on western script (like Roman script).
Srihari et al. [34], Bulacu et al. [28], Bensefia et al. [29], Siddiqi and Vincent [30], etc.
Doermann and Jain propose an identification system which used the multi-script writers on
the English, Arabic and Greek languages [35].

1.2.3 Writer identification (many to one)

Writer identification systems must recognize a writer among N number of writers in a
large dataset. The process of identifying a person involves performing comparisons among
multiple handwritings. These systems aim to confirm identity and build on writer infor-
mation. A variety of features have been proposed, like structural or statistical and local or
global. All these features are served to distinguish the individual writer from other writ-
ers. Said et al. [3] used Gabor filters and co-occurrence matrices to identify the writer and
consider each writer’s handwriting as a different texture. Macro and micro features are
extracted [34] from the document and establish the individuality of handwriting. The
research pursued in [36] proposes an identification system [26] which extracts structural
features from each line of handwritten documents.

1.2.4 Writer verification (one-to-one matching)

A writer verification system decides whether a handwritten document belongs to the
same writer or different writers. It is the validity checking procedure for the claimed identity.
Naturally, the writer verification issue is a true/false problem. Signature verification is one
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of the ways which is used with many different methods of classification as reported in
the survey, namely distance measures [1,37], dissimilarity [38], hidden Markov models [39],
Bayesian classifiers [40], and grapheme clustering [29].

The manual process of document examination is a tedious job and is also very time-
consuming. Srihari et al. [41] introduce a handwriting examination system, which is known
as CEDAR-FOX. This system can be used in writer verification as well as in signature
verification.

1.2.5 Biometric property

Nowadays the biometric property is used in different areas in our daily life. This property
is a human identification system by determining the authenticity of particular behavioral
features [42]. A small portion of the biometric properties of a human are used in different
applications. A general biometric system is shown in Figure 1.1.

A number of biometric properties have been used in several areas [43]. For the requi-
rements of the system, a specific biometric property is used. Some applications of biometric
properties are found in the face recognition system [44], with two phases—face detection
and tracking. Some other methods are—facial matching, fingerprint recognition [45], hand
geometric recognition [46], personal recognition [47], retina recognition [48], voice recog-
nition [49], sclera recognition [50], and keystroke dynamics [51]. In Figure 1.2, we show
different examples of the biometric characteristics.

1.2.6 Handwriting as biometric

Handwriting biometric is the authentication process of identifying the author of a given
handwritten text, offline or online. Automated handwritten documents and signatures (on-
line, offline) are considered the most socially and legally accepted property for authenti-
cation. Writer verification and writer identification are methods for writer authentication
based on the system. Signature identification [52] and verification are also authentication
methods based on the system. Signature verification [53] and identification can be either
dynamic or static. In the offline mode, digital images of handwritten documents are avail-
able. In the online mode, documents are acquired by means of pen-sensitive computer
displays or graphic tablets. A handwritten document is a biometric property generated by
a composite method arising in the writer’s brain [54]. Handwriting-based authentication
is commonly used in forensic document examination [25]. The main aim of the forensic
document examination is to provide enough evidence about questionable documents, using
various scientific methods.

Biometric sample Preprocessing Feature extraction

Feature matching

Biometric database

Decision makingAccepted/
Rejected

FIGURE 1.1: General biometric model.
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(b)(a) (c) (d)

(f )(e) (g) (h)

FIGURE 1.2: Examples of biometric characteristics: (a) voice, (b) fingerprint, (c) hand
geometry, (d) sclera, (e) face, (f) iris, (g) keystroke, (h) handwriting.

1.2.7 Types of writers

On the literature survey, the field of writer verification generally considers two different
types of writers. First is the genuine writers or original writer; second is the forged writer.

1.2.8 Genuine writer or original writer

When a handwritten document is produced by an authentic writer under normal con-
ditions, the writer is called the genuine writer or original writer. The interwriter stability
and variability of the original writer are affected by many factors, such as age, mental state,
habit, and practical conditions [53].

1.2.9 Forged writer

There are usually two different types of forgeries available. The first one is the unskilled
forgery, which is written by a person who does not know the pattern of the original or
may be without much practice. The second type is a skilled forgery where a copy of the
document is represented as an original or written by the genuine writer. Various skill levels
of forgeries can be found in Nguyen et al. [55].

1.2.10 Database

A handwriting database has great importance in our study of writer verification area. All
the research works into the writer verification field as they have been conducted for several
years, there have some different languages of standard offline databases are created. Bulacu
et al. [38] created a system on writer verification and identification on Roman databases
like the IAM database [56], Unipen database [57], and Firemaker set [58]. They propose
to combine allographic and textural features for text-independent writer identification with
Arabic script. But due to the lack of availability of a Bangla script database, the development
of a Bengali writer verification system has been negatively affected. Only Halder and Roy
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[10] used Bangla characters (covering all alphabets, vowel modifiers, vowel modifiers) and
Bangla numerals in [58] for writer identification in their research works.

1.3 Introduction to Bangla

1.3.1 Bangla script

Bangla is the seventh most popular language in the world and the second most popular
language in India [59]. Almost 200 million people in the eastern part of the Indian subconti-
nent speak this language [59]. Bangla alphabets are used in texts of Bangla, Manipuri, and
Assamese languages. Bangla script has more than 250 characters (consonants, vowels, and
compound characters). A lot of research has already been done in this direction for several
scripts [1,3]. The works have been applied successfully to various commercial applications,
such as question document examination, bank check verification, etc. [7,60].

The biometric-based authentication system is used for two purposes: identification and
verification.

Bangla has 11 vowels and 40 consonants and these are called the basic Bangla characters.
It has lots of numbers, compound shapes, and complex letters. Figure 1.3 shows an example
of Bangla alphabets. In Figure 1.3, we show the Bangla character shapes which are more
complex than the Roman scripts. There exists a horizontal line (called a matra) which is

-

(a) Bangla
      consonants

(b) Bangla vowels

FIGURE 1.3: Examples of (a) Bangla consonants and (b) Bangla vowels.
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sometimes absent for certain characters. In Bangla script, a vowel following a consonant
takes a modified shape. This modified shape is placed at the left, right, and bottom of
the consonant, or both at left and right. These modified shapes are called the modified
characters.

The handwritten character verification system which is proposed in this article con-
sists of four major phases: preprocessing phase, feature extraction techniques, dissimilarity
measurement in the process calculating Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence distances on the
questioned document examinations between same-writer and different-writer samples, and
finally, the classification phase.

In order to construct a more precise verification system, the following four methods are
combined in this work:

1. DT-CWT feature extraction.

2. GLCM feature extraction.

3. KL divergence distance measure on writers.

4. Different benchmark classification methods.

1.4 Method

In this section, the overall idea of the proposed method has been described. For
the present work, we have contemplated a sample database of 150 writers, consisting of
different Bangla Isolated characters: consonants, vowels, numericals, and vowel modifiers
are collected. The different- and same-writer variations can be seen in the distance value
(dissimilarity measure) among handwriting from different writers. The experts analyze
and verify the writers on the basis of these distance values. We can see the difference
in Figure 1.4. In this work, we have used combined textural features of DT-CWT and
GLCM to obtain that difference for writer verification. To verify unknown writers com-
paring a database of known writers, first textural features are calculated, then the dis-
similarity feature vector is calculated and finally using them, the verification result is
obtained.

Figure 1.5 depicts the proposed diagram of the writer verification process. At first,
the collected data are preprocessed and the textural feature extraction methods of

FIGURE 1.4: Sample of four different isolated Bangla characters from three different
writers.
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Handwritten samples

Preprocessing

Extract isolated Bangla
characters

Dual tree complex wavelet transformation GLCM

MeanStandard deviation

Feature vector generation

Dissimilarity measure

Classification

Result

FIGURE 1.5: Diagram of the proposed writer verification system.

DT-CWT and GLCM are applied separately and then as a combined feature extraction
method on the chosen dataset. The classifiers are then applied on the computed distances
to calculate the dissimilarity measures between the questioned and the reference handwrit-
ing.

1.5 Data Collection and PreProcessing

Here we designed a simple data collection form [58] consisting of all Bangla numerals and
alphabets. The total number of writer is 150 in the current work. Each writer has five sets
of the same copy. For the present work, data collection has been done by different writers in
[61]. Most of the writers of the database are right-handed. Out of 150 writers, now we have
to consider full five sets of data from 123 writers (used for current purpose work). Here we
show an example of our sample collection document form in Figure 1.6. The details about
the data collection and the preprocessing method on the data can be found in [9].
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FIGURE 1.6: Sample data collection of isolated Bangla handwritten characters.

1.6 Feature Extraction Techniques

1.6.1 Feature extraction based on dual-tree complex wavelet
transformation

The proposed methodology is to use a modified DT-CWT [62–64] where multiscale
analysis and direction-oriented feature extractions are possible.

We use the decomposition level six for the wavelet transform. In this work, first we nor-
malize 128× 128 dimensional image data and then the feature vectors have been computed
over it. After using a Gaussian filter, we get 128-dimension image features. Subsequently,
we get 64×64-dimensional feature vectors, which have been computed using the DT-CWT
algorithm.

Complex-valued wavelet is defined in Equation 1.1:

Ψc(t) = Ψreal(t) + Ψimg(t) (1.1)

Here Ψc(t) is the complex wavelet filter, Ψreal(t) is the real part, and Ψimg(t) is the
imaginary part of the wavelet. DT-CWT functions h(p, q) have the following equation:

h(p, q) = d(p, q)e(j(wpp+wqq)) (1.2)

where h(p, q) is the DT-CWT functions, d(p, q)is a Gaussian function centered at (0, 0) and
the center frequency is (wp, wq) of the corresponding subband. The complex coefficients of
the k-th subband of the l-th level are as follows:

xl
k = yl

k + jzl
k (1.3)

In Equation 1.4 we calculate the magnitude of each subband:

xl
k =
√

((yl
k)2 + (zl

k)2) (1.4)
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2
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L2
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Level 2
Level 1

Tree A

Tree B

Isolated Bangla
characters

H1
2

2

2

2
2

2

Level n

FIGURE 1.7: The schematic diagram of n level dual tree complex wavelet transforms
(DT-CWT).

The magnitude is inconsiderate because d(p, q) is slowly varying. At each level, complex
coefficients angles are ±15◦, ±45◦, ±75◦. These two properties are very useful for writer
verification.

Figure 1.7 shows a DT-CWT feature extraction diagram for the verification system.
DT-CWT can be use as a dual-tree formation [65]. The up sampling and down sampling
before filtering and after filtering are needed to support the shift invariance. Here we use
six levels of the dual-tree complex wavelet. We collected outputs of subband images into
complex wavelet coefficients. Getting more information is referred to in [66].

1.6.2 Feature extraction based on GLCM

The GLCM is a texture analysis of statistical method and different combination of
grayscale pixel value occur either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally of an image. It is a
common textual analysis of images, we get it from Haralick et al. [67].

In Equation 1.5 the co-occurrence matrix G of an image P with size M×M is defined:

G(p, q) = ΣM
( a = 1)ΣM

( b = 1)

{
1, ifP (a, b) = s andP (a+∆a, b+∆b) = q

0, otherwise.
(1.5)

Here, in Equation 1.5, the offset (∆a,∆b) parameterization makes the co-occurrence matrix
sensitive to rotation. The offset (∆a,∆b) is specifying the distance between the pixel-of-
interest and its adjacent pixel. Choosing an offset vector, the rotation of the image is not
equal to 180◦, will result in a different co-occurrence matrix for the same image. To achieve a
degree of rotational invariance (i.e., 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) using a set of offsets sweeping through
180 degrees at the same distance parameter ∆ by forming the co-occurrence matrix. In this
approach, GLCM is calculated with Energy, Contrast, Correlation, and Homogeneity in
four directions, considering the pairs like G[s, q] and G[s, p]. Following this approach, we
obtain 22 feature vectors using the modified GLCM feature extraction method over our
chosen dataset. Here, we use a maximum of 22 dimension features. Twenty-two dimensional
feature vectors have been computed using GLCM method in MATLABr, which is different
from the work of Haralick [67]. Then the first-order statistics of standard deviation and
mean are computed over the features.
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1.6.3 Edge direction information

In handwriting verification, edge information is very important to enlarge the dimension
of writing features. Here we use first-order statistics which capture the information in 172
dimensions. First-order statistics of feature depend on the pixel value of the histogram. In
current work, two first-order statistics are calculated:

(Mean)µ =
1
M

ΣM
(i=1)Ei (1.6)

(Standard deviation)S =

√
1

(M − 1)
ΣM

(i=1)|Ei − µ|2 (1.7)

Here, vector Ii is made up of M scalar observations. Therefore, finally 172 feature vectors
are obtained.

1.7 Dissimilarity Measure

DT-CWT generates 64X64 dimensional vectors of the first-order statistics. In the next
phase, we use the distance metric based on the dissimilarity representation in [68] using
KLdist (Kullback–Leibler divergence) method. To define the Kullback–Leibler divergence
distance, let A and B be two discrete probability distributions. Then KL of B from A [69]
is defined as follows:

KLdist(A||B) = ΣiA(i) log
A(i)
B(i)

(1.8)

In this method, Gaussian distribution is applied on each writer set to find out the KLdist

of same-writer sets. Different writer KLdist distances are calculated between one writer from
each set with different writers from all sets.

1.8 Classification Techniques

1.8.1 Multi-layer perceptrons networks

We can define an MLP by joining some neurons with functional neurons and gives
one numerical output. The first hidden layer of the neurons network consists of functional
neurons, whereas subsequent layers are created with numerical neurons. For example, a
single hidden layer functional output of MLP enumerates the following function:

H(g) = Σn
i=0aiT (bi +

∫
wigdµ) (1.9)

where wi is the function of the weight space.
Figure 1.8 shows the architectural graph of MLP with two hidden layers and one output.

Here the network shown is of a fully connected type.
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FIGURE 1.8: Architecture of MLP.
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FIGURE 1.9: Architecture of traditional radial basis function network.

1.8.2 Simple logistic

Logistic Model Trees (LMTs) are the combination of two complementary classification
schemes, namely, tree induction and linear logistic regression. It has been shown that LMTs
perform ruthlessly with other cutting edge classifiers [70]. The drawback of LMTs is the time
consuming method. The fixed number of iterations are repeatedly called in the LogitBoost
algorithm [71]. In this work, we use SimpleLogistic as a classifier.

In the LogitBoost approach [71] on all data, we use the number of iterations that gives
the lowest squared error on the test set from the average values over the cross-validations.
We will refer to this method as SimpleLogistic [70].

1.8.3 Radial basis function networks

Radial basis function (RBF) networks are the supervised learning algorithms. In theory
they could be recruited in any kind of model (linear or nonlinear) and any class of network
(single layer or multilayer). However, since Broomhead and Lowes’ work in 1988 [72], the
RBF networks have traditionally been incorporated with radial functions in a single layer
network as shown in Figure 1.9. The aim of RBF is to approximate the target function
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through linear combinations of radial kernels, such as Gaussian. Thus the output of an
RBF network learning algorithm typically consists of a set of centers and weights for these
functions.

1.9 Experimental Results

Standard datasets of Bangla handwriting are not available. So, we have to use Bangla
handwriting samples from [58]. To enrich the result of our proposed system, we have used
Bangla handwriting samples containing 71 Bangla characters, including vowel modifiers and
numerals. Figure 1.3 shows the sample of the collected handwriting. From our datasets, 123
writers are selected and each writer has five sets. Each document consists of 71 characters.
Each writer has 355 Bangla isolated characters. So, 123 writers have 43,665 characters.

Here we use one of the most popular tools, Weka [73] for executing machine learning
algorithms for data mining tasks. For the purposes of our research work purpose, we have
used the SimpleLogistic, RBF network (RBF) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifiers.
We have used these classifiers as those have given some supportive results for our work than
other classifiers of Weka. We have used five-fold scheme above to mention three different
classifiers of Weka tool for verification of the writer.

1.9.1 Performance evaluation criteria

The geo-mean [33] metric used to evaluate our classifers results in highly complexed
datasets. Therefore, the geo-mean [33] metric is acquired to evaluate the performance of
our experiments over this chosen dataset. It is defined as follows:

Sensitivity =
tp

tp+ fn
(1.10)

Specificity =
tn

tn+ fp
(1.11)

Geo-mean =
√
sensitivity × specificity (1.12)

Here in Equations 1.11 and 1.12, tp, fn, tn, and fp are “true positive,” “false negative,”
“true negative,” and “false positive,” respectively from receiver-operator characteristics
(ROC). Finally, the g-mean-based error rate (%) [73] is calculated as follows:

g-mean(error rate) = (1− (geo-mean))X100. (1.13)

Error rates of verification are defined in [74] [Error rates in fault diagnostics or biometric
verification/identification] as follows:

False acceptance rate (FAR) = fp (1.14)

False rejection rate (FRR) = fn (1.15)

where false acceptance rate (FAR) denotes the genuine writer rate rejected by the system.
False rejection rate (FRR) denotes different writer rates incorrectly accepted by the system.
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1.9.2 Dissimilarity vector calculation

The interclass dissimilarity vector length between samples from the same writer is 1,230
(= 5referencesC2 X 123 writers).

About 3,050 (123 writers × 5C1 × 5 references) dissimilarity vectors are calculated
between samples from different writers as interclass dataset.

1.10 Verification Results

Figures 1.10 and 1.11 show the ultimate verification result when the verification ap-
proach is done by different classifiers, both on GLCM features alone and again on GLCM
combined with DT-CWT features vectors, to verify a writer. The x axis in Figures 1.10
and 1.11 show the different classifiers and the y axis shows the percentages of the geo-
mean error rate. Here we obtain higher accuracy results in Table 1.1 in comparison with
single GLCM features, after combining these two texture features. But when we use only
GLCM features on our isolated Bangla handwritten characters as shown in Figure 1.10, the
accuracy becomes very low. However, in Figure 1.11 the accuracy for the proposed combined
GLCM and DT-CWT features is high. Hence, it demonstrates that single-feature GLCM
is enriched when it is combined with the DT-CWT method for feature extraction. With
the proposed automated verification system, the innovative result of the isolated Bangla
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FIGURE 1.10: Comparative performances of the different geo-mean error rates on GLCM
features using different classifiers.
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FIGURE 1.11: Comparative performances of the different geo-mean error rates on modi-
fied DT-CWT features using different classifiers.
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TABLE 1.1: Geo-mean-error rate of modified dual tree complex
wavelet transform and GLCM of different classifiers

Classifier Geo-mean error rate of Geo-mean error
name modified dual tree rate of GLCM

complex wavelet transform
MLP 1.0880 12.5646
SimpleLogistic 1.6304 18.77
RBF 1.4965 55.3039
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FIGURE 1.12: (a), (b), and (c) are different ROC curves using combined features with
different classifiers.

characters reaches to 98.0695% value in accuracy, which is the highest percentage of verifi-
cation obtained so far.

We have analyzed the ROC characteristics of the performances of the chosen classifiers
over our isolated Bangla characters dataset. Figures 1.12 and 1.13 show the ROC curves
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FIGURE 1.13: (a), (b), and (c) are different ROC curves using GLCM features with
different classifiers.

obtained for the solutions of SimpleLogistic, RBF, and MLP classifiers in our experiments. The
Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and ROC area values obtained for the classifiers using GLCM
features have been shown in Table 1.2 for both same-writer and different-writer classes.

A higher value for ROC area denotes better classification results. For same-writer and
different-writer classes, SimpleLogistic, RBF, and MLP classifiers obtain 0.858, 0.794 and
0.884 values respectively. Therefore, MLP classifier shows the highest efficiency in detecting
same writer and different-writer classes in our chosen dataset.

Similarly, using combined GLCM and DT-CWT features, the parameters obtained from
ROC characteristics have are in Table 1.3. The ROC area obtained using this proposed
combined feature set by SimpleLogistic, RBF, and MLP classifiers are, respectively, 0.985,
0.998, and 0.996. Therefore, the RBF classifier shows the best performance among chosen
classifiers with combined features.
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TABLE 1.2: Class-wise evaluation parameters on solutions obtained from different
classifiers using GLCM features
Classifier Precision Precision F-measure ROC area
name Same Different Same Different Same Different Same Different

writer writer writer writer writer writer writer writer
SimpleLogistic 0.576 0.933 0.829 0.796 0.829 0.859 0.858 0.858

with GLCM
RBF with GLCM 0.450 0.777 0.220 0.910 0.295 0.838 0.794 0.794
MLP with GLCM 0.607 0.986 0.967 0.790 0.746 0.877 0.884 0.884

TABLE 1.3: Class-wise evaluation parameters on solutions obtained from different
classifiers using combined GLCM and DT-CWT

Classifier
name

Precision Precision F-measure ROC area
Same Different Same Different Same Different Same Different
writer writer writer writer writer writer writer writer

SimpleLogistic 0.953 0.994 0.984 0.984 0.968 0.989 0.985 0.985
with GLCM

RBF with
combined

0.984 0.992 0.976 0.995 0.980 0.993 0.998 0.998

GLCM and
DT-CWT

MLP with
combined

0.961 0.997 0.992 0.986 0.976 0.992 0.996 0.996

GLCM and
DT-CWT

Moreover, all classifiers show significant superior performances on our chosen dataset
after using the combination of DT-CWT features with GLCM features. This signifies the
efficiency of our proposed combined feature extraction method for the writer verification
problem.

1.11 Conclusions

The automatic writer verification method is a very challenging task in the domain of
finance and forensic analysis. In this chapter, to enhance the verification accuracy over
isolated Bengali characters samples, we have proposed a hybrid model which is a combina-
tion of well-known GLCM and new DT-CWT–based feature extraction methods to compute
dissimilarity between same-writer and different-writer classes. For comparitive study, a sim-
ilar kind of work was done by some different algorithms using Bengal character dataset [75].
Furthermore, we have utilized Kullback–Leibler divergence measure as the dissimilarity
norm over the extracted features. The advantages of our present method are as follows:

1. In our writer-dependent approaches we calculated dissimilarity vector, the writer
specific Kullback–Leibler divergence dissimilarity measure is used to improved ver-
ification accuracy.

2. The individual GLCM based and combined GLCM–DT-CWT based features are
extracted from samples obtained by multiband image scanners and those features
are used to provide superior writer verification results.
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3. Our experimental results show that the combined feature extraction method raises
the accuracy from 73.67% to 98.9%, using the RBF network classifier.

4. Furthermore, when comparing using three different classifiers, the g-mean error rate
has been reduced to 1.6-1.0% using our proposed combining methods.

Therefore, in our experimental results, our proposed combined feature extraction method
has shown significant improvement over well-known GLCM based features for the
automated writer verification problem on isolated Bengali characters. As for the future
research works, the authors will utilize this improved feature extraction method for forgery
detection.
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My faith is in the younger generation, the modern generation, out of them will come my 

workers. Thay will work out the whola problem, like lions. Ihave formulated the idea and have 

given my life to it 

Will you respond tn the cal uf your nation? Each ons of you has a glarious future if you dare 
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Lanshareceives. Kdise yaurselves, thareiure, ar lifa is shart. 1There are grnter 

rs n h dane than aspiring tn become lawyers and picking quarrels and such thin 
argreater uart is this sacrifice of yaurselvas far the benelit af your race, for tha wlr 

Arise, awalu, for the time is propitiouS. Alrendy averything is opening mut before us Be lld 
afear nt. lih is anly in our scriptures that this adjective is given unte the Lord 
We leve ta becoma Ablih, fearlass and our task will be done. Arise, awale, fur yu 
ctry meeds this tremendous sacrifice. It is the young men that will do it ihe young, ti 
i, the strang, the well-built, the intellectual" for them is the task. 
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Publisher's Note 
Swami Vivekananda, expresses his dream in the following 

words, in one of his letters to Alasinga Perumal, on 20August, 1893: 

A hundred thousand men and women, fired with the zeal of holiness, 
fortified with eternalfaith in the Lord, andnerved to lion's courage by 
their sympathy for the poor and the fallen and the downtrodden, will 

go over the length and breadth of the land, preaching the gospel of 

salvation, the gospel of help, the gospel of social raising - up -- the 

gospel of equality. Inspired by this vision, Ramakrishna Mission 

Vivekananda Centenary College, Rahara is bringing out 'Swami 
Vivekananda and Youth' a book for the youth to know, admire and 

imbibe Swamiji's ideas. 
Major part of the book consists of lectures delivered by 

eminent thinkers on Swami Vivekananda at an International Seminar 
on 'Youth & Swami Vivekananda' organized in the College on 13" 

January, 2015. This bouquet includes deliberations by Revered 

Swami Jyotirupananda, Minister-in-Charge, Vedanta Centre, 
Moscow, Russia, Revered Swami Suparnananda, Secretary, 
Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, Golpark, Kolkata, Swami 
Sumanasananda, The then Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission 

Cherrapunjee & presently at Ramakrishna Centre of South Africa, 
Durban & Prof. Ranjit Sen, Asiatic Society, Kolkata. We are indebted 
to all of them for sharing their valuable ideas with the youth. We are 
highly grateful to Prof. T.V. Ramakrishnan, Department of Physics, 
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi & Department of Physics, Indian 
Institute of Science, Bangalore & Padmashree awardee, for kindly 

contributing an article, 'Vivekananda and Modern Science' based on 

his lecture delivered at Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, 
Golpark, Kolkata. We felt Prof. T.V. Ramakrishnan's topic highly 
relevant for the youth, the torch bearer of Modern Science. Hope the 

book will definitely inspire the youth, to shape the future of the nation 
and the world at large in a more meaningful and fulfilling way. 



We are grateful to Revered Swami Jayananda, Secretan 
Ramakrishna Mission Boys' Home, Rahara for his foreword. We a 
thankful to Shri Manas Moulic, Asst. Professor in English of our 
college for helping us in organizing the material for the book. 

The relevance of Swami Vivekananda's message for the youth 
needs no introduction. But it is high time for the youth to adopt his 
guidelines and apply them in practice in their individual lives. With 
the newer challenges of moral and societal crises, Swami 
Vivekananda seems to heavily knock the doors of our conscience. 
Now, it is only for us to decide, whether we are willing to answer to his 
call or not. 

Our 

We pray to Sri Ramakrishna, Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi 
and Swami Vivekananda to inspire our lives through this book. We 
offer our humble effort to publish this book at their Lotus-Feet. We 
believe, by theirholy touch, an enlivening spirit will definitely emerge 
from this book to benefit the youth and society at large. 

Rahara 
25th November, 2015 Swami Kamalasthananda 
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if the whole of India could agree to give, say, ten minutes every evening. at the 
on coming of darkness to thinking a single thought, "We are one. We are one. 

Nothing can prevail against us to make us think we are divided. For we are one. 

we are one and all anatagonisms amongst us are illusions' the power that 

would be generated can hardly be measured. 

The Indian people is a mightier people. It is for the nation to learn its strength, 

andfor the individual to strive mightily therein, and nothing will be able to resist 

itsprgress. All difficulties will be broken before it lik� cobwebs. 

hen the whole of this nation shall be united together not in a common 

weak hess, not in a common misforture or grievance but in a great overflowing 

compex, actual, ever strong. ever living consciousness of the common 

nation ity, the common heritage, the common struggle, the common life. Aye! 
The common destiny and the common hope, and so let me in all reverence and 

in all grateful memory and love repeat to you again those words that were 

spoken here in our midst so few years ago by a voice so dear, so well 
remembered by you all - those words that were the text of his message to his 

land for ever more: "Arise, awake, struggle and rest not till the goal is reached." 

National unity is built on common home, the common interst and common 

love. 

I believe that the/strength which spoke in the Vedas and Upanishads, in the 
making of religions and empires, in the learning of scholars, and the meditation 
of the saints, is born once more amongst us, and its name today is Nationality 

Ibelieve that the present of India is deep-rooted in her past, and that before her 

shines a glorious future. 

Let me plough my furrow across India just as deep, deep, deep into the very 

centre of things, as it will go. Let it be either as a hidden voice sending out 

noiseless things from a cell or a personality, romping and raging through the big 

cities Idon't care but the God of my own strong right hand grant that I do not 

have to waste my effervescence in western futilities. India is the 

starting point, and the goal, as far I am concerned. Let her look after the west If 

she wishes. 

Siston Nivedila 
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Publishers Note 

Sister Nivedita remains one of the most influential female figures of India. In 
2010, the Office of the Board of West Bengal Board of Secondary Education 
in Salt Lake, Kolkata was named after Sister Nivedita. The Sister Nivedita 
Academy, an institution dedicated to her memory has been established in 
Chennai, Tamil Nadu. Several schools and colleges have been named after 
her. In 1968, the Indian Govenment issued a postal stamp in her memory. 
The Nivedita bridge near Dakshineswer, Kolkata is named in her honour. In 

2015, a new Government Degree College at Hastings House, Alipur, Kolkata 
was named after Sister Nivedita. 

On 13h November 1898 Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi came to open Nivedita 
Girls' school in Bagh Bazar, Kolkata. Nivedita travelled to many places in 
India especially Almora, Kashmir and Amarnath with Swamiji which 

helped her to understand India and the masses at large. Her love for India 

knew no bounds. Her magnetic personality and feeling heart and sincere love 

for the masses made her endearing to all classes of people. Some eminent 

contemporaries who came close to her were statesmen, poets, artists, 
scientists, historians and journalists. Ramesh Chandra Dutta, G.K. Gokhale, 

Bipin Chandra Pal, Jagadish Chandra Bose, Aurobindo Ghosh, Rabindranath 

Tagore, Jadunath Sarkar and Ramananda Chatterjee are a few in the list. Her 

contribution to India cannot be evaluated easily due to the cause that she had 

dedicated her entirety for the cause of India. Dr. Rashbehari Ghosh rightly 

said about her - Ifsister fell under the spell of India we in our turnfell under 

her spell, and her bewitching personality attracted thousands of our young 

men to her Considering Sister Nivedita's contribution to India Tagore 
mentioned - I have not noticed in any other human being the wonderful 

power that was hers of absolute dedication of herself. There was no 

defrauding of us on her part, that is, she gave herselfup fully for the service of 
ndia. She did not keep anything back for her own use. She was in facta 

Mother of People. When she uttered the word "Our People the tone of 

absolute kinship which struck the ear was not heardfrom any other among us. 

lo study her contribution to India the Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda 

Centenary College, Rahara is publishing 'Sister Nivedita and Her 

Contributions to India' -a book to promote, analyse and understand her 

contribution to India in different domains. 

(i) 



A portion of this book consists of contributions from eminent thinkers 
Sister Nivedita, who spoke at a National Seminar on 'Sister NIvedita and Her 
Contribution to India A Historical Perspective' organized in the College 
9& 10 December, 2016. We are highly grateful to Dr. Debanjan Sengupta 
Doctor. Prof. (Dr.) Bishnupada Nanda, Professor & HOD, Department nf 
Education. Jadavpur University, Prof. Nirmal Kumar Maity, Associate Professor. Bidhannagar College, Dr.Ratnabali Banerjee, Former Joint 

Secretary. University Grants Commission for enriching the content of the 
book with their pearls of wisdom. 

on 

er 

on 

We are thankful to Shri Manas Moulic, Asst. Professor in English of our 
college for helping us in giving shape to this book. 

Swami Kamalasthananda Rahara, Kolkata 
10 January, 2018 
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See that universality be not hampered in the least. Everything must 
be sacrificed, if necessary, for that one sentiment, universality. 
Whether I live or die, whether Igo back to India or not, remember 
this specially, that universality-perfect acceptance, not tolerance 
only-wepreach and perform. 

Unity in variety is the plan of creation, individuality in universality. 

Individuality in universality is the plan of creation. Each cell has its 
part in bringing about consciousness. Man is individual and at the 

same time universal. It is while realising our individual nature that 
werealise even our national and universal nature. Each is an infinite 
circle whose centre is everywhere and circumference nowhere. 

I make two points. There are sects. Let them go on increasing in 
number til each is a sect by himself. None can see God exactly as 
another each must believe in Him and serve Him as he sees Him. 
Then l wanta harmonizing of the sects. Individuality is not in a fight 

with universality. 

want to give them dry, hard reason, softened in the sweetest 
syrup of love and made spicy with intense work, and cooked in the 
kitchen of Yoga, so that even a baby can easily digest it. 

Each of us is moving towards Him along one of these radi, then it is 
certain that all of us must reach that centre. And at the centre 
where all the radii meet, all our diferences will cease; but until we 
reach there, differences there must be. All these radii converge to 
the same centre. One, according to his nature, travels along one of 
these lines, and another, along another; and if we all push onward 
along our own lines, we shall surely come to the centre. 

One-sidedness is the bane of the world. The more sides you can 
develop the more souls you have, and you can see the universe 
through all souls. 

-Swami Vivekananda 
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Publishers Note 

Swami Vivekananda, writes in one of his letters to Swami 
Ramakrishnananda, in 1894 from Chicago: '...see that universality be not 
hampered in the least. Everything must be sacrificed, if necessary for that 
one sentiment, universality. Whether I live or die, whether I go back to India 
or not, remember this specialy, that universality -- perfect acceptance, not 
tolerance only -- we preach and perform. Such strong was his emphasis on 

universality. Charged with his inspiration the Ramakrishna Mission has tried 
its level best to render physical, intellectual and spiritual service to mankind 
irrespective of caste, creed or nationality with a vision of seeing oneself 
equally in all. With this legacy of universal love poured out in service at the 
background the Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, 
Rahara is publishing 'Swami Vivekananda and his Universal Ideas'-a book to 
promote, analyse and apply the universal message of Swami Vivekananda 
along multifarious channels. 

Aportion ofthis book consists of contributions from eminent thinkers 
on Swami Vivekananda, who spoke at an International Seminar on 'Swami 

Vivekananda &his Universal ldeas'organized in the College on 12 January 
2016. This garland of articles include deliberations by Revered Swami 
Ishatmananda, President, Vivekananda Vedanta Society of Chicago, USA, 
Dr. J.L. Shaw, Dept. of Philosophy, Victoria University, New Zealand, Dr. 

Santi Nath Chattopadhyay, President & Executive Director, International 
Society for Inter-cultural Studies and Research, India. We are highly grateful 
to Revered Swami Bhajanananda, Assistant Secretary Ramakrishna Math & 

Ramakrishna Mission, Belur Math, Revered Swami Suvirananda, Assistant 
Secretary Ramakrishna Math & Ramakrishna Mission, Belur Math, Prof. 
Basab Chaudhuri, Vice Chancellor, West Bengal State University, Barasat, 
Dr. Ratnabali Banerjee, Former Joint Secretary, University Grants 

Commission for enriching the content of the book with their pearls of 
Wisdom. These pearls have been strung into one string in this book. The 

varied backgrounds from which the contributors have hailed is itselt an 
evidence of the universal appeal of Swami Vivekananda's ideas. 

We are thankful to Shri Manas Moulic, Asst. Professor in English of 
our college for helping us in giving shape to this book. 
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materia 
Today we stand amidst a peculiar situation where the towers of 

on religion and nationality, power and money remain unsolved ased By 
universality we still mean squeezing all into a single path We are By yet to 
prosperity are rising to the skies and yet the questions like divisivena al 

sed 

realize that there can be a single goal which encourages plurality in an to 
approach 

sality At this point Swami Vivekananda becomes relevant to redefine universalit 

where the secular and sacred can become one, where individuality shoua 

flourish to bring home universality only if everything is subdued to sacrifiee 

and service. This book has dealt with this issue of universality as envisioned 

by Swami Vivekananda looked from different corners, be it in harmonizina 

work and worship, be it in inter-religious exchange and admiration, be it in 

striking a balance amidst the opposing features of the human personality, or 

be it in ecological balance. 

Swami Vivekananda has said'One-sidedness is the bane of the world. 

The more sides you can develop the more souls you have, and you can see the 

universe through all souls' Thus if we desire to be a friend of all then we have 

to reach the universal core from which can admire and inspire all around us of 

any social identity, of any mental make-up, of any school of thought. We pray 
to Shri Ramakrishna, Holy Mother Shri Sarada Devi and Swami 
Vivekananda to inspire us through this book to reach this true state of 

universality where we can relish the bliss of universal love and radiate 

universal service from ourselves. 

Rahara, Kolkata 
28 October, 2016 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

150* Birth Anniversary of Sister Nivedita 
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There is good and bad everywhere, true-but a nation is not to 
be judged by its weaklings called the wicked, as they are only 
the weeds which lag behind, but by the good, the noble, and the 
pure who indicate the national life-current to be flowing clear 
and vigorous. 

. but our nation is totally lacking in the faculty of 
organisation. It is this one drawback which produces all sorts 

of evil. We are altogether averse to making a common cause for 

anything The first requisite for organisation is obedience.. 

We want to become harmonious beings, with the psychical, 
spiritual, intellectual, and working (active) sides of our nature 
equaly developed. Nations and individuals typify one of these 
sides or types and cannot understand more than that one. 
They get so built up into one ideal that they cannot see any 
other. The ideal is really that we should become many-sided. 
Imdeed the cause of the misery of the world is that we are so 
one-sided that we cannot sympathise with one another 

The tremendous engine of competition will destroy everything. 
fyou are to live at all. you must adjust yourself to the times. If 
we are to live at all, we must be a scientific nation. Intellectual 
power is the force. You must learn the power of organisation of 
the Europeans. You must become educated and must educate 
your women. 

The national ideals of India are RENUNCIATION and SERVICE. 
Intensify her in those channels, and the rest will take care of 
itself. 

Then as to the methods of carrying the ideals into practical life. 
First, we have to understand that we must not have any 

impossible ideal. An ideal which is too high makes a nation 
weak and degraded. This happened after the Buddhistic and 
the Jain reforms. On the other hand, too much practicality is 
also wrong. If you have not even a little imagination, if you have 

no ideal let guide you., you are simply a brute. So we must not 

lower our ideal, neither are we to lose sight of practicality. We 
must avoid the two extremes 

uami Vvekananda 
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Publisher's note 

Swami Vivekananda used to say that he is 'Condensed India'. The intense 
unification he felt with India and her people resulted irn such a confident 

statement. Rabindranath Tagore wrote in a letter to Romain Rolland 'If you 
want to know India, study Vivekananda. In him everything is positive and 

nothing negative'. Similar has been the observations of many other 
luminaries. Thus whenever we want to know the roots of Indian Society or 

Nationalism and desire to gauge its present condition or future possibilities 
we must turn to Vivekananda as an acceptable interpreter. The Ramakrishna 

Mission Vivekananda Centenary College. Rahara is bringing out this book 
entitled 'Swami Vivekananda, Indian Society and Nationalism' to have a clear 
conception on this topic. It was urgent in the sense when the issue is being 

looked upon from various angles and is being interpreted and misinterpreted 
as well. 

Some of the articles of the book were papers presented at a National Seminar 
on the topic 'Swami Vivekananda, Indian Society and Nationalism' organized 
in the College. Eminent scholars from different walks of life have contributed 
their streams of wisdom in this book to enlighten different aspects of the 

central theme. We are grateful to all of them for sharing their valuable ideas in 
the book. The Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, 
Rahara is trying its level best to project Swami Vivekananda's man-making 
and character-building ideas to the youth. In its earlier attempts it has 
published books like 'Swami Vivekananda and Youth', 'Swami Vivekananda 
and His Universal Ideas, 'Sister Nivedita and her Contributions to India'. The 
current attempt is also a humble tribute to the great Prophet-Patriot Swami 
Vivekananda. The gradually declining sense of belonging to the nation is 

equally hampering the sense of belonging to a home or a family and as a result 
we are seeing various kinds of social crises. So a National pride is required 
and at the same time it is the stepping stone for true Universality which is also 
a passion for Swami Vivekananda. Moreover Vivekananda was of the 
opinion that harmony and exchange between India and the rest of the world is 

possible only when she has something unique to give. Merely begging and 

sitting at the feet of others for everything was not his choice. Rather he felt 
that in some aspects India shall be a supreme teacher while on other grounds it 
IS ready to take up the position of a sincere student of other nations. He 

reminds Indians to realize this task and not just be grateful recipients of gifts 
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from other nations. Swami Vivekananda says: 'Rights and privileges an! 

other things can onhy come through friendship, and friendship can onh he 
expected benween uo equals. hen one of the parties is a beggar, whar 

friendship can there be? It is all very well to speak so. but I sav that withos 

mutual co - operation we can never make ourseves strong men. So. I must 
call upon vou to go out to tngland and America, not as beLgars but as 

teachers of religion. The law of exchange must be applied to the best of our 
power lf we have to learn from them the ais and methods of making 

ourseves happr in this life, why: in nturn, should e not gve them the 

methods and was that would make them hazPpr for all eternit? Above all 
work for the good of humanin: Give up the so - called boast of vour narrvw 

orthodor life. Death is waiting for everr one. and mark vou this - the mast 

marvellous historical fact -- that all the nations of the world have to sit down 

patiently at the feet of India to learn the eternal ruths embodied in her 

literature 

Swami Vivekananda was not at all biased. He knew our national limitations 
the best and it was he who knew the incomparable treasures hidden within the 
Indian wisdom. Regarding this conscious need to learn. develop and at the 
same time contribute and teach the world was his plea to the nation. 
Reganding this essential international 'osmosis' Swami Vivekananda says 
We wunt to become harmonious ings. with the psvehical. spiritual 
intellectual, and working (actie) siudes of our natun equalh &vloped 
Nations and individuals npiñ one of these sies or nyes anmd cannot 

understand more than that one. Ther get so built p into one ikal that thev 
cannot see any other. The ideal is realy that we should become many-siakri 
Indeed the cause of the misery of the worldis that we ane so one-sideri tiat ne 

cannor symyxathise with one another:" 

We are thanktul to all who have worked tor publishing this book. We are 

happy to publish this book on the occasion of the 125" anniversary of Suam 
Vivckananda's historie address at Chicago. 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

1" September, 2019 
Anniversary of Swamni Vivekananda's Chicago Address 
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The meeting with Swami Vivekananda greatly stimulated Nikola 
Tesla's interest in Eastern Science. The Swami later remarked 
during a lecture in India, "I myself have been told by some of the 
best scientific minds of the day, how wonderfully rational the 
conclusions of the Vedanta are. I know of one of them personally, 

who scarcely has time to eat his meal, or go out of his laboratory; 

but who would stand by the hour to attend my lectures on the 
Vedanta; for, as he expresses it, they are so scientific, they so 
exactly harmonize with the aspirations of the age and with the 
conclusions to which modern science is coming at the present 

time" 

Mr. Tesla was charmed to hear about the Vedantic Prana and 

Akasha and the Kalpas, which according to him are the only 
theories modern science can entertain.. Mr Tesla thinks he can 

demonstrate that mathematically that force and matter are 
reducible to potential energy. I am to go see him next week to get 

this mathematical demonstration. 

Tesla apparently failed to show the identity of energy and matter. 

If he had, certainly Swami Vivekananda would have recorded 

that occasion. The mathematical proof of the principle did come 
until about ten years later when Albert Einstein published his 
paper on relativity. What had been known in the East for the last 
5,000 years was then known to the West. 

Tesla Memorial Society of New York 
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Foreword 

Modern Science and Education are the two pillars on which the present 
society and the future destinations of mankind depend. The ideas of 
Swami Vivekananda have a special role to remodel science and 
education in a newer way so as to accommodate man-making 
character-building ideas into the process. Until recent times science and 
spirituality has been divorced from each other especially in the West. 
Science has been thought to be absolutely material and spirituality has 
been thought to be irrational. It was Swami Vivekananda who wanted 
to weave a civilization where science was humane and inclusive of 
emotional and spiritual balance of man and spirituality was daringly 
experimental and experiential. He wanted to remove dogmatism from 
both scicncc and spirituality and opcn ncwer horizons of knowledgc. 
Speaking of the common goal of science and spirituality Swami 
Vivekananda says: *"Knowledge means finding this unity. I see you as 
men and women, and this is variety. It becomes scientific knowledge 
when I group you together and call you human beings. Take the science 
of chemistry, for instance. Chemists are seeking to resolve all known 
substances into their original elements, and if possible, to find the one 
element from which all these are derived. The time may come when 
they will find one element that is the source of all other elements. 
Reaching that, they can go no further; the science of chemistry will 
have become perfect. So it is with the science of religion. If we can 
discover this perfect unity, there cannot be any further progress." Thus 
by redefining science and spirituality the scopes of education change. 
Knowledge as a whole is to be appreciated and understood without 
stubborn compartmentalization. Education will become much more 
interdisciplinary and all inclusive. This will develop the future man ina 
much more holistic manner. The current book 'Swami Vivekananda, 
Modern Science and Education' published by Ramakrishna Mission 
Vivekananda Centenary College. Rahara, Kolkata is an attempt to 
delineate the role of Swami Vivekananda in redefining the ambits of 
science and making it modern and inclusive of spirituality. 

The book is a collection of articles contributed by various eminent 
thinkers and academicians who have analysed the topic from different 
angles. We are thankful to all of them for their thoughtful contributions. 
We hope that this book will inspire new understanding on science, 
spirituality, their mutual importance and their place in education in the 
light of Swami Vivekananda. 

Rahara, Kolkata 
1 September, 2022 
Ashrama Foundation Day 

Swami Kamalasthananda 













Be a Vivekananda 

Prof. Manas Moulic 

yes and 
some unique qualities and spirit than any prescribed definiti nd 

dictionary I suppose. "Youth, the word speaks better of fany 

vigour, mental strength and dynamism than any age group, soma 

built muscular figure or a handsome look. 

Youth, the term gives more a vision before our 

i any 

Biologically though, the age group between 15 to 24 is said. dto 

be 'youth' as per the international standard. United Nations 

described 'youth' as a period of transition from the dependence ae 
childhood to adulthood's independence and awareness of 
interdependence as members of community. Youth is a more fluid 

category than a fixedage-group(What dowe mean by "youth") 
However, in India, the Ministry of Youth Affairs initially had 

an upper age limit of35 to be said as youth' but now are thinkino to 
scale it down to 30 almost following the international standard. Bu 
does any age group or age limits determine 'youth'? Perhaps the 

has 

answer is 'No. 
As per Mr. Shiv Visvanathan, a sociologist, 'youth' cannot be 

determined by age limit but by "lifestyle'. "Youth' primarily are those 

who fall under a very ambiguous category he said (Sawant). Swami 
Vivekananda had a similar feeling for the youths of India too. He 
described youth as one with 'an immense amount of feeling and 

énthusiasm in the blood'. One who are the real 'heroes who will march 
from one comer of the earth to the other, preaching and teaching the 

eternal spiritual truths of our forefathers'. 
Such a high expectation Swamiji had from the youths of 

India. They are the 'heroes' to him who should be carrying out such 
great task of 'preaching and teaching the eternal spiritual truths of our 
forefathers' round the globe. Thus Swamiji always wanted ou 
youths to be leaders. He wanted them to have an idea (prere great) and have the confidence and qualities to assemble others intd 

rably 

team and preach those greater concepts among the common m used to say that "the conviction has grown in my minu 

He 

travels in various lands that no great cause can succeeu without a 
mind after al 
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Swami Vivckananda and Youth 

r 2n1172ion". And who would run thcm? Youths. who are leaders 
To Swaniji, the earth's bravest and best will have to by hcart. 

sacrifice themselves for the good of many and for the welfare of all. 
But is it so difficult a task to become such powerful selfless 

leaders that Swamiji wanted to see in us? The answer is obviously 

NO. Iunderstand that very few are born leaders. But at the same time 

also believe that with little endcavour one can become a powerful 
and successful leader in life. 

Leadership is a skill, a quality that can be learnt with certain 
cagerness to learn the same and through serious practice. During my 
nine and half years of teaching experience in Engineering Colleges 
have seen learners coming from remote villages but with indomitable 

will power and sincere practice they have done wonders at the 

interviews. 

Let's do a small exercise to learn how better a leader we are 

and what other qualities we have to learn to become the one like 

Swamiji wants us to be. Take a piece of paper and draw two columns. 

On top of one column write LEADERSHIP QUALITIES and on the 

other write I AM. Under Leadership qualities list some of the 

leadership qualities like. 

a. Good Communication Skill 

b. Good Listener 
C. Confident 

Responsible 
Decision Maker 

Accountable 

d 

Team spirit 
Assertive & Positive 

Accommodating 
Committed 

Now tick beside those qualities that are really in you. In doing 

this exercise you should be honest enough so that you can find out 

your real self. 
t has been found that at least 80% youths round the world do 

Dot know about who he or she really is. They are ignorant about 
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Damakrishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, Rahara 

Sister Nivedita and 
her contribution to India 

Sri Manas Moulic 

Sister Nivedita is a unique name in Indian history. She was born in Ireland but 

died for the cause of India. Her previous name was Margaret Elizabeth 
Nobel. She met Swami Vivekananda on 1895 in London and this meeting had 
changed her life and mission. According to her style it is presented as --

Suppose he had not come to London that time! Life would have been like a 
headless dream, for I always knew that I was waiting for something. I always 

said that a cal would come. On 28 January 1898 she reached Kolkata 
responding the call of Swami Vivekananda. Before coming in Kolkata 

Swamiji wrote a letter to her on 29 July 1897 with the words of inspiration 
for the work in India and at the same time describing the condition of India. 

Let me tellyoufrankly that I am now convinced that you have a greatfuture in 
the work for India. What was wanted was not a man, but a woman, a real 
lioness, to work for the Indians, women specially. .. . But the difficulties 
are many. You cannot form any idea of the misery, the superstition, and the 

slavery that are here. You will be in the midst ofa mass ofhalf-naked men and 
women with quaint ideas of caste and isolation,...... Then the climate 

is fearfully hot, our winter in most places being your summer,.. Not 
one European comfort is to be had in places out of the cities. Inspite of all this 

you dare venture into the work, you are welcome, a hundred times welcome. 

On 13" November 1898 Holy Mother Sarada Devi came to open her school in 

5agh Bazar. She travelled to many places in India specially Almora, Kashmir 
and Amarnath with Swamiji which helped her to understand India and the 
masses at large. Her love for India knew no bounds. Her magnetic personality 

and feeling heart and sincere love for the masses made her endearing to al 
dsses of people. Some eminent contemporaries who came close to her were 

atesmen, poets, artists, scientists, historians and journalists. Ramesh 
andra Dutta, G.K. Gokhale, Bipin Chandra Pal, Jagadish Chandra Bose, 
urobindo Ghosh, Rabindra Nath Tagore, Jadunath Sarkar and Ramananda 
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Swami Vivekananda and Youth 

Youth and Swami Vivekananda 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

Youth is a term which denotes a particular time period or an 

intermediate time between the early childhood and adulthood. But the 

time period varies from place to place and time to time. In some places 

the youth stage comes very early and in other places it comes in a 

comparatively later period. But the motive of the term is always same 

everywhere. According to the United Nations, the Youth defines the 

age between 15-24 for statistical purpose and analysis. Moreover 

several United Nations entities or organizations define the term Youth 

in different ways in terms pf age-periods (1). 

Introduction: 

Entity/Instrument/ 
Organization 

Age Reference 

UN Secretariat/UNESCO/ILOYouth: 15-24 vrsUN Instruments, 

Statistics 

Adolescent: 

10-19 yrs, 
UNFPA Young People: 

10-24 yrs, 
UNICEF/WHO/UNFPA 

Youth: 15-24 yrs 

Child until UNICEF /The Convention on 

Rights of the Child 
UNICEF 

18 years 

African Union. 
The African Youth Charter Youth: 15-35 yrs 2006 

So the youth period is very crucial for the development of the 
human beings. Every nation irrespective of difference in culture 

always pays attention for the youth. This is due to the fact that youths 
are the builders of the nation, torch-bearers of civilization and path-
finders of the cultural stream. Franklin D. Roosevelt describes Youth 
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rishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, Rahara 
Ramakrishna. 

Fcological ldea reflected in the Complete 

Works of Sister Nivedita 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

Sister Nivedita is a unique name in Indian history. She was born in Ireland but 
for the cause of India. Her previous name was Margaret Elizabeth 

Noble. She met Swami Vivekananda on 1895 in London and this meeting had 
changed her life and mission. on 28 January 1898 she reached Kolkata 

responding the call of Swami Vivekananda. On 13th November 1898 Holy 
Mother Sarada Devi came to open her school in Bagh Bazar. She travelled 

across India to many places specially Almora, Kashmir and Amarnath with 
Swamiji which helped her to understand India and the masses at large. Her 
love for India knew no bounds. Her magnetic personality and feeling heart 
and sincere love for the masses made her endearing to all classes of people. 

Some eminent contemporaries who came close to her were statesmen, poets, 

artists, scientists, historians and journalists. Ramesh Chandra Dutta, G.K. 
Gokhale, Bipin Chandra Pal, Jagadish Chandra Bose, Aurobindo Ghosh, 
Rabindra Nath Tagore, Jadunath Sarkar and Ramananda Chatterjee are the 
few in the list. Her contribution to India cannot be listed easily due to the 
cause that she had spent a whole life for the cause of India. 

Her writings and talks are based upon the Indian geographical, historical, and 

aesthetic past. She has touched the main philosophical values of Indian 
people, its past, present and future. She frequently used many ecological 
parameters of the environment for her discussion and explanation. The 

tollowing observations are based upon some parameters of the nature like -

Plants, River, Animal and Forest. 

Plant and its utility described by Sister Nivedita: 
lants are the one of the living kingdoms on earth. It directly takes energy 

rom sunlight and converts it into building block for the plant body. There are 
00-315 thousand species of plants, of which the great majority, some 

0 thousand, are seed plants'. Plant ecology is a sub-discipline of 
COlogy which studies the distribution and abundance of plants, the effects of 
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Swami Vivekananda and His Universal Ideas 

Swami Vivekananda and 
His Universal Ideas 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

The word universal means to be applicable to all cases, people, places, times 
and every respect of the universe. The oxford dictionary defines the word 
universal'as - 'Relating to or done by all people or things in the world or in a 
particular group; applicable to all cases. Universal ideas are principles 
which are applicable to all case irrespective of geographical location. 
Universal ideas have individual as well as collective implications. To an 
individual any idea may not have lasting importance. It is changing with time 
and circumstances. Suppose any particular type of food is well accepted at 
any particular age but it has no universal acceptance at all ages. Regarding 
taste and temperament choice and need vary. It is universally found 
Moreover what man perceives through five sense organs has its universal 
acceptance. Suppose every man perceives the colour red as red if his vision is 
no way impaired. Similarly all people feel hot as hot and cold as cold. So, all 

perceivable objects have universal standard of recognition. Collective 
feelings are different in different circumstances. Suppose a collective body 
accepts a standard in a particular time, it may also differ at other times. The 

aggregate is based upon common idea, understanding, belief, custom 
practice and value system. So these aggregates would vary according to the 
changing system. This variation is a universal phenomenon. But such ideas 
like feeling for others, helping others and doing good to others are more or 
less common to each and every community because these phenomenon are 

the root causes for formation and sustenance of the aggregate. Universal 
themes are the ideas which are applicable to people in respect o 
interrelationship, relation with other beings and the surrounding 
environment. These universal themes are based upon the generalization of 
the different ideas. Jim Curry and John Samara had designed the following 

generalized universal themes in their curriculum document designed tor tne 
Texas Association for Gifted and Talented. 
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6 de Swami Vivekananda, Modern Science and Education A 

Swami Vivekananda on Science 

Swami Kamalasthananda 

The word 'Science' is derived from the Latin word scientia, meani 

"knowledge". It is systematic enterpriISe that builds and organiz 

knowledge in the form of testable explanations and predictions about th 
universe. So any study which folloWs Some Standard procedure for 
collection of knowledge which opens for testing as well opens for further 

development falls under the domain of the science. Any person i 

thinking is also science if the process of thinking follows some standard 

procedure which is followed and tested by anybody and bears the similar 
result as that of the previous person. Similarly any work whatever is its 

nature, if it follows a standard procedure and gives a result which is tested 

by any person form any part of the globe reproduces the similar result 
then this work is also science. Winds blows sea side to the main land or 

from main land to sea side is also science, as people find a standard 

method underlying this wind blowing. Day begins with rising of the sun 

and the day ends with setting of the same sun. This phenomenon is under 
the domain of science, as people find a standard principle behind this 

whole process. In this way planet, galaxy and whole universe follow 
science in is its formation and performance because people finds out a 

standard principle. So wherever any standard principle, it indicates 
science and science indicates a standard principle or procedure. Human 
being relates with science as well as standard principle. Human being 
science and standard principle makes an intricate triad where human 

being plays an important role. Human being feels science as well as the 

standard principle and the inter-dependence of two. 

Science Standard 

Principle 

Human 
ing 
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Ae Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, Rahara hd 

The Body-Mind Interface: Celebrating 
Knowledge as a Whole in the Vivekananda 

Way 
Swami Vedanuragananda 

Science as whole: Material and Spiritual: 

Swami Vivekananda had to a twin vision of making spirituality a 
verifiable science and to broaden the narrow ambits of science and make 
it inclusive of both material and spiritual sciences. His plan to bring out 
spirituality as a science is expressed in his lecture Reason and Religion 
delivered in England: 

To put it in a more concrete form: Is religion to justify itself by 
the discoveries of reason, through which every other science justifies 
itself? Are the same methods of investigation, which we apply to 
sciences and knowledge outside, to be applied to the science of 
Religion? In my opinion this must be so, and I am also of the opinion that 
the sooner it is done the better. If a religion is destroyed by such 

investigations, it was then all the time useless, unworthy superstition: 
and the sooner it goes the better. I am thoroughly convinced that its 

destruction would be the best thing that could happen. All that is dross 
will be taken off, no doubt, but the essential parts of religion will emerge 

triumphant out of this investigation. Not only will it be made scientific--
as scientific, at least, as any of the conclusions of physics or chemistry --

but will have greater strength, because physics or chemistry has no 

nternal mandate to vouch for its truth, which religion has. 

On the other hand Swami Vivekananda warns about new kind 
OT narrowness in science which shuts its doors and windows to anything 

beyond their current capacity, beyond the sense-perceptions or any great 

truth clothed in mythology: 
In modern times, if a man quotes a Moses or a Buddha or a 

st, he is laughed at; but let him give the name ofa Huxley, a Tyndall, 
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Swami Vivekananda, Indian Society and Nationalis 

Vivekananda's Ramakrishna Model and 
New paradigms of 'National-Universalit 

for the Indian Society 

Swami Vedanuragananda 

Swami Vivekananda writes in a letter from Chicago to his brother disciple: 
I tell you brother, let everything go on as it is, only take care that no form becomes necessary -- unity in variety -- see that universality be not hampered 
in the least. Everything must be sacrificed, if necessary, for that one 
sentiment, universality. Whether I live or die, whether I go back to India or 
not, remember this specially, that universality -- perfect acceptance, not 
tolerance only -- we preach and perform. Take care how you trample on the 
least rights of others. Many a huge ship has foundered in that whirlpool Remember, perfect devotion minus its bigotry -- this is what we have got to 
show 

A newcomer in the field of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda literature may wonder when that very Swami Vivekananda writes to Dr. Nanjunda Rao, 

'Tndia can only rise by sitting at the feet of Shri Ramakrishna." 

Are the two statements contradictory? Here we shall try to analyse how 
Vivekananda's Ramakrishna is a model for universality and how it can be 
instrumental in the rise of the New Indian society. 

Concept of National peculiarities and India: 

Each living organism has genetic peculiarities. Each species is species 
specific. A rat can never become a cat or a mango tree can never beconme 
guava tree. According to Swami Vivekananda even nations are having SuC 

'national genetics' where its entire gamut of potentials and possibilities o growth rest on central national themes peculiar to each nation. He says: 
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Sister Nivedita and her Contributions to India 

Nivedita's Altar Shelf 
and Human Evolution 

Swami Vedanuragananda 

Sister Nivedita writes about the altar shelf in her room in the appendix of her 
famous book The Master as I saw Him': 

On the altar shelf above my desk stand three objects -symbols of adoration. 
One of these, to the right, is a broken statue. picked up and brought to me from 

amongst the rubbish-heaps and brick-bats of Sarnath last year. It consists 
only of twofeet. folded in the posture ofmeditation. Andit stands to mefor the 
call of Humanity upon our love and service. Are not all human loves as the 

Feet of the Lord? In the middle is a brass image of the Buddha. probably of 
Burmese workmanship, but stolen, Ifear, in the Loot of Syangtse. And to the 

left stand the pictures of our great Gurus, Sri Ramakrishna and the Swami 

Vivekananda. The Swami is photographed as an Indian Sannyasin seated 
but not in meditation, with shaven head and bare feet. Before him lie the statf 

and Kamandalu of his wandering life, and a few palms and a book represent 

the desire ofhis disciples.' 

The combination of objects of adoration on Nivedita's altar shelf is quite 

interesting. The three objects represent a blueprint for human evolution and 

we may presume it to represent Nivedita herself. Let us try to analyse the 

three objects present on Nivedita's altar shelf: 

a) Abroken statue consisting of only two feet: 

Nivedita describes the first object herself and decodes its meaning, 
consists only of two feer. folded in the posture of meditation. And it stanus 

me for the call of fHumanity upon our love and service. Are not all humn 

loves as the Feet of the Lord"We find there are three aspects in this objec 
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Youth Psychology & Vivekananda's Gospel 
of a Man-God, Manifestation & Manliness 

Br. Shrutichaitanya 

If life is a room, youth is its window. This win 
constantly draws fresh air into the room. But it is an art to ke 

the windows wide open all through, so as to avoid suffocation even. at a so-called old age. For some this supply of fresh air may persist even at 
the last moments when one is struggling 1or another gulp of'Oxygcn! 

From time immemorial man has known this secret and has 
grappled with the process of ageing to keep oneself young forever 
Varied have been his approaches to lock youth which slips away from 
his fist everyday. So everyone knows that youth is precious. It is 
precious for remaining healthy, wcalthy and wise' at a time. It is 
precious for attaining, acquiring and enjoying. It is precious for 

feeling strong and victorious. 

While Western science is looking for ways to eternalize youth 

through genetic and physiological analysis and manipulations, the 
Indian spiritual scientists have long realized that it is only by 
knowing our cternal, evcr-blissful Self, bereft of any physical 
changes, can one sustain and laugh at the obvious onslaughts of 
disease, misery, senescence and death. Among many of the 

celebrated verses of the Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita and other texts 
which sing the glory of the Self-Knowledge as the medicine tor all 

sorts of worldly miserics, here one can pointjust one from the Gita: 

Dehinosmin yatha dehe kaunaram yauvanamjara 
Tatha dehantarah praptih dhirastatra na muhyayti. (lI.13) 

Just as the fleeting stages of infancy, youth and senescence are to tne 

embodied self, likewise even the phenomenon of transmigrauo 
the soul from one physical body to another, through death, keeps tne 
spiritually illumined ones unperturbed. Hence it is that spir 
illumination that is sought after, to strike a balance, an inner po 
against the dual forces of pleasure and pain, of youthtul gauey 
mournful senescence. 

Oise 

and 
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Swami Vivekananda and His Universal Ideas 

Swami Vivekananda, Deep Ecolopv 
& the Universal Common Balance 

for the fed ant & the unfed man 

Br. Shrutichaitanya 

The 'Real Man' & the'Real Life' for the Unreal 'Others' 
Astory goes as follows: 

There was once a man who was busy building a home for himself. He wanted it to be the nicest, warmest, cosiest home in the world. 

Someone came to him to ask for help because the world was on fire. But it was his homehe was interested in, not the world. 

When he finally built his home he found he did not have a planet to put it on." 

Thus we see that our dreams and aspirations, however good and fascinating they may be will not find a place to fructify completely in the long nun, if they 
are just for our selfish satisfaction. They will not fit into this world if they are 
disconnected from the world and are nowhere helping others. 

On the contrary, a tiny effort dedicated to the service of others' ives 
long. In fact it lives for eternity as potent thought currents powertul enough to 
rouse others to give shape to such unselfish ideas elevating many to ge heights. Swami Vivekananda points out 'The highest men are calm, sue and unknown. They are the men who really know the power of thougnt, are sure that, even if they go into a cave and close the door and simply n five true thoughts and then pass away, these five thoughts of theirs will i 

hrough elernity. Indeed such thoughis will penetrate through the mountd 
crOss the Oceans, and travel through the world. They will enter deep into 

human hearts and brains and raise up men and women who ill g 
practical expression in the workings ofhuman life. "Thus eacnae 

wheth 
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